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The Oslo Center is an independent
and non-partisan democracy assistance center
which assists in strengthening democratic
political institutions and processes.
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FOREWORD
By Sverre Lodgaard

What started as an idea by former Prime Minister Kjell Magne Bondevik ten years ago - to create a new
platform for peace and human rights in Norway - has become a solid, internationally recognized Democracy
Assistance Center with activities in eight countries: Somalia, Kenya, South Sudan, Myanmar, the Kyrgyz
Republic, Ukraine, Nepal and Mongolia. More and more governments and non-governmental actors are
requesting the services of the Oslo Center.
While our programmes are concrete and specific, our approach to democracy support is holistic. We are
mindful that our activities are context-sensitive, and that democracy is a complex social fabric with multiple
components and actors who have their own specific roles and responsibilities. Our contributions are based on
a growing body of comparative knowledge drawn from our own experiences; those of partners and likeminded
institutions; and from the evolving literature on how best to encourage democratic practice.
The Oslo Center cooperates with political parties, civil society organizations, parliamentarians and
oalition governments, often with a special view to the participation of women and young people in national
governance. Inter-religious tolerance and respect for human rights are fundamental pillars of any well-functioning
democracy, and occupy a special place in our efforts. Local ownership of initiatives and outcomes is another
basic premise of what we are doing. The Oslo Center shares options and comparative experiences with our
partners and is careful not to impose its own preferences on them.
The 10-year anniversary is also an opportunity to look ahead. The big picture is a mixed story. Some countries
have never experienced a democratic form of government, and some profess not to be interested. Others are
moving more or less in that direction. Countries as diverse as Chile, Ghana, Mongolia, Indonesia and Latvia
now have democratic constitutions, active civil societies, a good amount of political openness and regular
elections and alternations of power. Yet others are regressing, including some countries in the Western world.
Big democracy support organizations like the Ebert and Adenauer foundations in Germany and Freedom
House, the Ford Foundation and others in the United States, therefore conduct programs not only overseas,
but at home as well. The Nordic countries remain beacons of democratic governance, but even that should not
be taken for granted. The democratic challenges are in many ways similar across the regions of the world, so
it is not simply a matter of “we” telling “others” about the advantages of democratic governance. Democracy
is not something that is established for all time to come. It needs constant care.
This anniversary booklet gives a glimpse of the different activities and projects that the Oslo Center has been
involved in since its foundation. Most of them have been conducted in cooperation with implementing partners
on the spot.
We are grateful to all our sponsors, donors and partners who believe in our mission. Without your support and
trust there would have been nothing to report. We are convinced that the Oslo Center will continue to be an
important contributor to democracy development and good governance for many years to come.

Sverre Lodgaard
Chairman of the Board
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INTRODUCTION

THE VISION BEHIND
THE OSLO CENTER
By Kjell Magne Bondevik

When I founded the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights together with my colleague Einar Steensnæs,
the idea was to establish a small and flexible center using dialogue and building bridges to promote peace
and human rights.
We wanted to promote peace with initiatives to prevent conflict through intercultural and inter-religious
dialogues and by sharing practices from well-functioning democracies and coalition governments. The main
goal was to promote respect for human rights and democracy; which is conflict preventing peace work.
On 31 August 2006 the dream came true; we officially opened the offices and launched the Center at Gange
Rolvs gate in Oslo. In 2011 the office moved to the city center of Oslo, next to the Parliament building.
Our idea was to use the contacts and networks established throughout many years in international politics.
Consequently we have been working with leaders in political life and civil society in countries where we have
projects and in countries where we want support for our projects, but always with the aim of benefiting people
in need at the grass-root level.
Right from the outset we have had highly qualified staff with experience from government, civil service,
multinational organizations and NGOs. In the beginning we became engaged in projects and activities in
various areas, such as human rights, inter-religious dialogue and democracy assistance.
Producing a human rights report on Eritrea, a dialogue project “Islam and the West” with former president
Mohamed Khatami’s Foundation and a democracy assistance project in Kenya, were demanding and time
consuming projects during the first years.
We further developed and expanded our network through contact with important international individuals
and organizations, and made partnership agreements with some of them that were most relevant for
our work.
Democracy assistance
Gradually we have been focusing more on democracy assistance projects. In recent years we have engaged in
several countries considered to be young democracies in democratic transition. Consequently these countries
often lack experience in democracy building and recognize the need for assistance. We have intentionally built
up a staff with strong competence in this specific field. The Oslo Center is the only Norwegian institution with
democracy assistance as the main program area. We often partner with international democracy organizations
in the same field, for which we are grateful.
Our vision
Our vision is a world consisting of stable democracies respecting equality, human dignity and human rights.
Our Mission
The Oslo Center has developed into an independent, non-partisan democracy assistance center, which assists
fragile states and vulnerable democracies to strengthen political institutions and processes.
Through our projects over the last 10 years I believe that we have contributed to a better life for people in need,
and to strengthening democratic processes and institutions in the countries in which we have been involved.
However, there is still a long way to go with lots of relevant and interesting work ahead.
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Mr. Kjell Magne Bondevik
President of the Oslo Center

MAKING IDEAS FLY
By Einar Steensnæs

That a former president or prime minister – after a long political career - prefers to spend time and effort
to help and support poor and persecuted people in countries where democracy and human rights have
a weak position, is actually not something unique in the world. Both the Carter Center in Atlanta and the
Ahtisaari Centre (CMI) in Helsinki are good examples of such initiatives. Also, former President Kim Dae-jung
of South Korea, and Fidel Ramos of the Philippines, have led similar initiatives. However, in Norway this was
something new, and at the beginning of the Center’s life it attracted some debate; but generally the
response was very positive.
The two co-founders visited a number of Norway’s leading financial institutions, industries and commercial
companies during a few hectic weeks from October to December 2005 for funding purposes. Everywhere
they were very positively received and had the opportunity to present the ideas behind this new institution to
business’ management. Sometimes they even got a “yes” right away.
In order to implement our plans for an independent and strong foundation for peace and human rights, it
was necessary to set up a financial plan and then visit potential sponsors to ensure the estimated funding
requirements were met. The financial plan had not only to aim at balancing the books in the first year, but
also secure a predictable framework for the activities in the next five years, i.e. until 2010, and security of
employment for the staff. After these weeks of promotion activities, it was possible to set a budget for the Oslo
Center’s first operating year of 10 million NOK.
Sponsorship agreements were set up with the financial supporters with a contract period proposed to last five
years. This was an unusually long contract period for an engagement as a sponsor, but most of the sponsors
accepted this proposal. This was of great help during the start-up of activities, giving the necessary reassurance
for operations and projects to be initiated.
The annual budget today is about 20 million NOK.
Organization
The initial core staff consisted of Kjell Magne Bondevik as the President of the Oslo Center, Einar Steensnæs
as Executive Director and Øistein Mjærum as Chief of Staff. The staff today consists of 10 full-time and
employees and one part-time at the Head Office in Oslo. Five national staff members are on contract in Kenya
(2), Somalia (2) and Nepal (1). Moreover, at any one time there are between two and four Masters students
working at the Oslo Center, under to an agreement with the University of Oslo.
The Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights was founded on 9 January 2006. The first board was elected,
the foundation constitution approved and the budget for the first half of 2006 set and adopted. Members of the
first board elected were: Thorbjørn Jagland, Chair, Tarja Halonen, Finland, Tora Aasland, Vidar Helgesen and
Stig Olav Jacobsen.
Later that year, a Board of Trustees was elected. The board is composed of various representatives from
Norwegian politics, society and academia as well as some international representatives with substantial
experience in government work and considerable knowledge of working with human rights issues. The
idea behind this body was twofold: first, to use this opportunity to get input and ideas from individuals with
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significant and relevant experience of working with democracy and human rights issues; secondly, to form a
supportive network of individuals and institutions that could be useful in our efforts to establish projects in the
countries concerned.
The former President of Iceland, Hon. Vigdis Finnbogadottir, was appointed Chair. She still holds this position.
Partners
As a rather small center with limited resources, it was important to establish cooperation with international
centers working on similar tasks and projects. Through such cooperation, we hoped to be able to start up
quickly and initiate our own projects in line with the vision of Kjell Magne Bondevik. During the first years
cooperation agreements were established with the following institutions:
The Kim Dae-jung Presidential Library and Museum, Seoul, South Korea
The Crisis Management Initiative, Helsinki, Finland
The Carter Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
The Ramos Peace and Development Foundation, Manila, The Philippines
Centro de Reflección y Diálogo, Cuba
Foundation for Dialogue among Civilisations, Switzerland
National Democratic Institute, USA
The Club of Madrid, Spain
Alliance of Civilizations, UN
The University of Oslo
After some years, based on how the Oslo Center gradually developed, close cooperation was established with
National Democratic Institute (Washington, USA) and the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral
Assistance (International IDEA) (Stockholm, Sweden).
Existing partners are as follows:
Implementing Partners
National Democratic Institute
International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance
Office of the Speaker, House of the People of Somalia
The Norwegian Burma Committee
South Sudan Youth Participation Agency
Nepal Law Society
Norwegian Helsinki Committee
One World in Dialogue
Search for Common Ground
Religions For Peace

Einar Steensnæs
Senior Advisor and co-founder
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Strategic Partners
Partnership for Change
Club de Madrid
Crisis Management Initiative
University of Oslo
Netherlands Institute for
Multiparty Democracy
Danish Institute for
Parties and Democracy

THE WAY FORWARD
By Tore Torstad

A 10-year anniversary gives one the opportunity to look ahead. Being an internationally recognized
Democracy Assistance Center with a proven track record brings new challenges and opportunities. The
expertise and the competence provided by the Oslo Center is highly appreciated by our partners, the
democratic institutions and civil society in the countries where we are working today. This inspires us to
continue with our efforts. A commitment to listen to local partners and to fully facilitate an inclusive and
holistic process in all aspects of democracy assistance is one of the principles guiding our work. We take a
practical, long-term approach to democracy assistance, acknowledging that democratic change takes time.
The Oslo Center will continue to strengthen our internal capacity and to play an active part in the international
democracy assistance network, in order to contribute and respond in the best possible way to requests from
political and democratic actors and civil society organizations in new and emerging democracies. Any
expansion of the Oslo Center as an institution in terms of staff will most likely take place in the countries
where we are working and not at the headquarters in Oslo. Our current field offices in Mogadishu/Somalia,
Nairobi/Kenya and Kathmandu/Nepal will be strengthened and play an important role as front line bases for
the Oslo Center and meeting places for our local partners.
The Oslo Center recognizes that good governance and responsible leadership are part of the services any
democratic institution and government should be able to deliver to its people. We will particularly emphasize
the management of natural resources as an important part of good governance, and include this aspect in our
democracy assistance programs.
Dialogue is a key concept and working method for the Oslo Center. We will continue to develop the concept and
also consider how we, as an independent institution with relevant competence, can play a more active role in
facilitating peace negotiations and peace and reconciliation processes in countries emerging from conflicts
and unrest.
We will continue to strengthen our funding base, both through private funding and through project funding
from Norwegian and international institutional donors. Private funding from the Norwegian and international
business community will basically cover the core costs of the Oslo Center and provide non- earmarked funds
to enable the Oslo Center to respond to and follow up requests without securing project funding first. This
will give us the necessary strength and flexibility to respond quickly to requests and also to follow up our
own initiatives. Earmarked project funding from Norwegian and international donors will form the basis for
implementation of more comprehensive and long term projects within the field of democracy assistance. A key
principle for the Oslo Center is to continue to develop our role as an independent and non-partisan democracy
assistance center.

Tore Torstad
Executive Director
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DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE
Celebrating the10-year anniversary of the Oslo Center, with democracy assistance as its core activity, it is
appropriate to give a short overview of what democracy assistance implies for the Oslo Center. This short
article neither aims nor claims to address all aspects of democracy today or for the future. Nor does it aim
to outline all of the challenges and opportunities of democracy assistance and what democracy assistance
means. The aim of this article is rather to give a brief overview of the history of democracy assistance and the
international context in which the Oslo Center operates. The article will start with an overview of how many
describe democracy, as well as its principles and its importance. It will further describe democracy assistance and who the providers and beneficiaries of such assistance are. The article ends with some reflections
on the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead in building democracy in a turbulent world.
What do we mean by democracy?
Democracy is defined by many as the majority rule. At the same time, it has also been recognized that the
majority rule should be balanced with respect for and accommodation of the rights of the minority(minorities).
In addition a democracy is often characterized by the power of the people through the election of leaders and
an organization or a situation in which everyone is treated equally and has equal rights1.
The organization and structure of a democratic system will vary from country to country. The local context, the
social fabric and the culture and history of a country will influence how the democratic system is implemented
in practice. Some countries would have the people more directly involved in decision-making processes, i.e.
more use of referendums, while others would mainly involve the people indirectly through elected representatives, increased participation in public consultations and an interest in involving minorities and women in these
processes.
However, in a democracy there are certain basic principles that are recognized as fundamental. The United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights are the main
instruments. Article 22 in the Declaration of Human Rights states that everyone has the right to take part in
the government of his country, either directly or through freely chosen representatives2. The International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights3 further describes several rights that are key for a democratic system.
The main point is the link between human rights and democracy. Article 21 (3) in the International Human Rights
Declaration explains the relationship:
“The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this shall be expressed in periodic and
genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent
free voting procedures.”
The international focus on the role of women in peace and security4 and women’s rights and the need to protect
and secure the rights and interests of minorities has become key in the work on human rights5.

1
2
3
4
5
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Merriam-Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary
United Nations – The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The United Nations – International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
UN Security Council Resolution 1325 is one example.
UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities is one example of more focus on minorities issues internationally
http://www.un-documents.net/a47r135.htm

Observing the link between democracy and the human rights framework, a democratic system is further built
on some key principles. These principles are normally the basis of a democratic system and are not dependent
on how the system is structured, which is often influenced by the local context, history and social fabric. The
following principles are often recognized as the main principles for a democratic system6:
1.
		
		
		

One of the most basic signposts of a democracy is citizen participation in government. Citizen
participation may take many forms including standing for election, voting in elections, being informed
by the government, debating issues, attending community or civic meetings, being members of private
voluntary organizations, paying taxes, and even protesting.

2.
		
		

Democratic societies emphasize the principle that all people are equal. Equality means that all
individuals are valued equally, have equal opportunities and equal rights and are not discriminated 		
against.

3.
		
		
		
		
		

Democratic societies are politically tolerant. This means that while the majority of the people rule in
a democracy, the rights of the minority must be protected. The people who are not in power must be
allowed to organize and speak out. One goal of democracy is to make the best possible decision for
the society. To achieve this, respect for all people and their points of view is needed. Decisions are more
likely to be accepted, even by those who oppose them, if all citizens have been allowed to discuss, 		
debate and question them.

4.
		
		

In a democracy no-one is above the law and there is a strong sense of rule of law. This means that
everyone must obey the law and be held accountable if they violate it. Democracy also insists that
“due process of law” is applied i.e. the law is equally, fairly and consistently enforced.

5.
		
		

Many “newer” democratic countries also choose to have a bill of rights to protect people against 		
abuse of power. A bill of rights is a list of rights and freedoms guaranteed to all people in the country.
Democracies strive to respect and protect the human rights of citizens.

6.
		
		

In a democracy, elected and appointed officials have to be accountable to the people. They are
responsible for their actions. Officials must make decisions and perform their duties according to the
will and wishes of the people, not for selfish reasons.

7.
		
		
		

For a government to be accountable the people must be aware of what is happening in the country. 		
This is referred to as transparency in government. A transparent government holds public
meetings and allows citizens to attend. In a democracy, the press and the people are able to get
information about what decisions are being made, by whom and why.

8.
		
		

One way in which the citizens of the country express their will is by electing officials to represent them
in government through free and fair elections. Intimidation, corruption and threats to citizens during or
before an election are against the principles of democracy.

9. Democratic societies should prevent any elected official or group of people from misusing or
		 abusing their power. One of the most common abuses of power is corruption, rigging of elections and
		
violence to achieve their aim.
10. It entails a multi-party system, where more than one political party must participate in elections and
		
play a role in governance. It allows a vibrant opposition. Oversight, performance checks and balances
		
are key in every multi-party system.

6

Street Law, INC – Principles of Democracy, from Democracy for all. http://lawanddemocracy.org/pdffiles/amazing.prin..pdf
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The independency of the five pillars is critical: The executive, the legislative, the judiciary, the media and civil
society all have very specific rights, roles and responsibilities that no other actor should perform or interfere
with. Democracy is not an event or status or an end goal. It is a process - a journey - that must be continuously
nurtured and sustainable.
Why is democracy important?
To answer this question, the United Nation has used the protection of human rights as a core argument for
why democracy is important:
“The values of freedom, respect for human rights and the principle of holding periodic and genuine elections by
universal suffrage are essential elements of democracy. In turn, democracy provides the natural environment for
the protection and effective realization of human rights. These values are embodied in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and further developed in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which enshrines a
host of political rights and civil liberties underpinning meaningful democracies”7.
The human rights argument is one reason why democracy is important. Other reasons might also exist. In
a white paper Sharing for Prosperity (St. Meld 25 (2012-2013) by the Norwegian Government the economic
argument is used to explain why democracy is important and why democracy assistance should be given:
“Once democracy takes root in a society, economic goods tend to be more evenly distributed than in
autocracies. Democratic mechanisms in a functioning democracy mean that leaders who fail to live up to
their voters’ expectations will have to relinquish power. In such situations, more segments of society will
benefit than before. This is not automatically the case, however. There are examples of democracies where the distribution of economic goods is becoming increasingly unequal, and of autocracies where the distribution is relatively
fair. However, democratic elections, a free press and a free civil society can contribute to putting an end to such
unequal distribution”8.
Additionally, good governance honoring democratic principles is seen by many as an important mechanism for
fighting the misuse of power where corruption is one of the main challenges. Corruption is a serious obstacle
to development. The interlinkages between good governance and development and the interlinkage between
good governance countering aid dependency should not be underestimated.
Human rights, the equal distribution of resources and the inclusion of citizens are arguments that have been
used for democracy. These are often the rationale for why governments and others support organizations and
programs that aim at strengthening democracy and democratic institutions.
Who is benefitting from democracy assistance?
The main objective for every organization, be it non- or inter-governmental, or governments that provide
democracy assistance is to support an environment where democratic principles are the basis for the governing
and organization of the country. The aim for all involved in democracy assistance is that the citizens will benefit
from a system that includes them in the governing of the country, at the national and local level, and better
addresses their needs and aspirations.
To achieve this overarching goal, democracy assistance has often focused its efforts on the key institutions in a
society. Thomas Carothers in “Democracy Aid at 25: Time to Choose” published in the Journal of Democracy,
grouped democracy assistance along the following three main lines9:
1
		
2
		

7
8
9

12

support for institutions and processes is crucial to democratic contestation—above all, free and fair
elections and political-party development;
strengthening and reforming key state institutions, especially those checking the power of centralized
executives, such as parliaments, judiciaries and local governments; and

The United Nations – The human rights normative framework https://www.un.org/en/globalissues/democracy/human_rights.shtml
Sharing for prosperity: Promoting democracy, fair distribution and growth in development policy”, Meld. St. 25 (2012-2013) Report to the Storting (White Paper).
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Carothers T. (2015) “Democracy Aid at 25: Time to Choose” Published by: Journal of Democracy
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support for civil society, usually in the form of help offered to public-interest NGOs, independent media
outlets, labor unions, and civic-education initiatives.

Democracy assistance will focus on the key institutions that can contribute to changing or strengthening
ongoing processes in a democratic system. However, there is no “one size fits all” approach to who will be
given democracy support. The local context and locally driven initiative will determine which organization,
institution or level will be given assistance.
Democracy and democracy assistance providers
The first organizations to provide democracy assistance were the German Party foundations that started as
early as in the 1950s to provide international assistance. In the 1980s US based organizations, with the National
Endowment for Democracy (NED), National Democratic Institute (NDI), International Republican Institute (IRI)
and International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) were established.
In the beginning most of the assistance was given to countries in Latin America and selected countries in Asia.
With the fall of the Soviet Union in the 1990s, countries in Central and Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union
and the Balkans moved from authoritarian regimes to more democratic systems and received assistance.
During the same period, there was change in the governance systems in sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and the
Middle East, which opened up possibilities for democracy assistance programs. Since its first steps some
30 years ago, democracy assistance and support to democratic institutions has taken place all over the word,
including traditionally more stable (or mature) democratic countries; countries in transition; and countries that
are still categorized as authoritarian regimes.
Over the years of democracy assistance more organizations have been formed. These include: The International
Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA), the Swedish Party Foundations, the Netherlands
Institute for Multi-Party Democracy, the UK based Westminster Foundation, the Danish Institute for Party
and Democracy, Demo Finland and The Oslo Center. Over the last decades’ regional democracy assistance
providers have been established, for instance the Electoral Institute Southern Africa (EISA) based in
Johannesburg, South Africa. The important role played by local NGOs and CBOs in several countries either
through partnerships or directly should not be underestimated as a critical actor in democracy assistance.
More governments and international agencies have become more engaged in providing support to institutions
and groups that support democratic development. Today, nearly every Western government gives some form
of aid for democracy-building, whether through its foreign ministry, international organizations, bilateral-aid
agency, or non-governmental organizations.
Democracy assistance is often considered as one of the more challenging forms of international assistance.
The assistance and programs supported often address issues and topics that are sensitive and have to
engage in issues related to power, influence and the way in which the ruling elite has been governing a
country. The local context, social norms and social fabric are often fragile. An idealistic approach in which the
assistance aims to defend and support principles of democracy and “doing good” can in some circumstances
do more harm, if the local context is not fully understood. This has been one of the criticisms that democracy
assistance has met, and is still struggling with. Democracy assistance was often described as the promotion or
exporting of “western systems”. However, today there is more awareness of and sensitivity to the context in which
the assistance is provided and the need to ensure culture sensitivity. For the Oslo Center this is essential in its
approach to democracy assistance.
Another challenge that democracy assistance has met is a lack of a cross sectoral10 approach to
democracy assistance. Assistance provided to institutions has often not been seen as part of the bigger picture of
challenges that a country is facing, including socio-economic development. One of the strengths and
opportunities of democracy assistance providers is to identify areas where democracy and good governance
can be included in work related to important sectors in a country. The Oslo Center`s engagement in the
management of natural resources (see sustainable management of natural resources in this booklet) is one
example. Accountability and transparency in the natural resource sector and government institutions tasked
10 Ibid

13

with natural resource management can make a positive contribution to fighting corruption, and improving
revenue collection and how revenue from the sector is included in the national budget and is more evenly
distributed among citizens.
Democratic development is a long-term process. This recognition is an opportunity to further strengthen
democracy assistance, including from a funding perspective. It is in the same perspective that donors,
assistant providers and national actors and the public involved with democracy assistance must have realistic
expectations.
Democracy assistance can take many forms and the assistance can be provided using different means and
approaches. However, what must be underlined is that democracy assistance in 2016 is not the same as
democracy assistance 30 years ago. The world has changed and so has democracy assistance.
There is more focus on the local context and ensuring that the assistance is provided within often complex
systems. For the Oslo Center democracy assistance and the programs implemented are a result of local
initiatives and requests with a strong focus on partnerships where national organizations are the
leading agents. This is important as it creates a better transfer of knowledge and may secure sustainability in
democracy assistance efforts11.
Governments and democracy assistance – Norway, EU and the US:
Governments are the main funders of democracy assistance. More and more governments include democracy
assistance as part of their foreign policy strategies and this has been recognized as an important aspect of
strategies to promote peace, stability and economic development.
The Norwegian Government in the aforementioned white paper Sharing for Prosperity clearly outlines a policy
for democracy assistance. The white paper states how it can best be implemented and also what the aim of
such assistance should be:
“Democracy cannot be introduced from the outside, but foreign actors can lend support to democratic processes.
Democracy is about changing a society’s political culture, and it is crucial that local actors are the driving forces
pushing for fundamental democratic reforms at all times. Norwegian support for democracy must therefore take
the form of political and material support for local actors”12.
The European Union has established its own instrument for democracy and human rights (EIDHR). This
instrument aims to enable the EU to provide more support for the development of civil societies as key actors
for positive change and to provide assistance for the development of democracy, rule of law and the respect of
human rights.
The European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR) provides assistance for the development
and consolidation of democracy, the rule of law and respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms,
where the following is a specific focus: the role of civil society, including a specific reference to the cooperation
between civil society, local authorities and relevant state institutions; vulnerable groups; and economic and
social rights13.

11 For the Oslo Center this is one of the key approaches to democracy assistance. A more in-depth description of the Oslo Center approach is described on page 10-11 in this booklet.
12 Sharing for prosperity: Promoting democracy, fair distribution and growth in development policy”, Meld. St. 25 (2012-2013) Report to the Storting (White Paper).
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
13 European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR), http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/finance/eidhr_en.htm_en
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Finally, the United States has provided support for democracy assistance for over 30 years.
Support and initiatives have focused on:
•
		
•

Promoting democracy as a means to achieve security, stability, and prosperity for
the entire world;
Assisting newly formed democracies in implementing democratic principles;

•
		

Assisting democracy advocates around the world to establish vibrant democracies
in their own countries; and

•
		

Identifying and denouncing regimes that deny their citizens the right to choose their
leaders in elections that are free, fair and transparent14.

Looking at support for democracy assistance, governments have identified the important role of civil
society followed by support for the media and judiciary. Electoral support was another area identified early in
democracy assistance. Lately, support for the legislative has increased. Political parties are often categorized
as the weakest link in strengthening a democratic system since they are often accused of not fulfilling their
governing functions. Today more support is given to political parties where the focus is on accountability and
transparency, and political parties as representative organizations, inclusive of women and minorities, to
mention a few of the focus areas.
What are the challenges for democracy and democracy assistance today?
Many would argue that working with democracy assistance and democracy strengthening is a “never ending
story”. There is always a crisis and a transition, or institutions and processes that are in need of assistance in
developing and contributing to strengthening democratic systems and democratic performance.
The latest Freedom House Survey published in April 2016 paints a rather gloomy picture of the state of
democracy in the world. The report mentions crises in democratic regimes with increases in xenophobic
sentiment, state economies’ dependence on the sale of natural resources being undermined, and a tendency
of authoritarian regimes to crack down harder on dissents. The latest findings of Freedom House support a
ten-year trend of a decline in global freedom. The key findings include:
•
		

The number of countries showing a decline in freedom for the year—72—was the largest since the
10-year slide began. Just 43 countries made gains.

•
		

Over the past 10 years, 105 countries have seen a net decline, and only 61 have experienced
a net improvement.

•
		

Ratings for the Middle East and North Africa region were the worst in the world in 2015,
followed closely by Eurasia.

•
		

Over the last decade, the most significant global reversals have been in freedom of expression
and the rule of law15.

The state of democracy is being challenged. This might imply that there is more need for democracy
assistance. At the same time as Freedom House reports a decline in global freedom, democracy assistance
practitioners also experienced a change in the working environment. The international context in which
democracy assistance is operating has become more challenging and necessitates a discussion among
democracy assistance providers on how to overcome them. The height of democracy just after the 1990s has
now turned to a more regressive development for democracy and democratic regimes. Many countries have
been observed sliding backwards and the space for opposition, free media and civil society has been limited.

14 U.S. Department of State, http://www.state.gov/j/drl/democ/
15 Freedom House, https://www.freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/freedom-world-2016
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These trends affect democracy assistance providers. According to Thomas Carothers16 these are some of the
trends that democracy assistance providers have to deal with:
•
		
		

A loss of democratic momentum: The global stagnation of democracy is one of the most significant
international political developments of the past decade17. However, there are promising cases—the 		
times and places when democracy does break through and gain a foothold18.

•
		
		

Closing of doors: Some governments that had previously allowed in significant amounts of
pro-democracy aid began pushing back. This has raised the issue of sensitivity as one of the main 		
features for future democracy assistance work.

•
		
		
		

The troubles of Western democracies: The struggle of Western liberal democracy to maintain the 		
unrivaled pride of place that it enjoyed in the 1990s also affects democracy aid. Democracy’s travails
in both the United States and Europe have greatly damaged the standing of democracy in the eyes of
many people around the world.

•
		
		
		
		

A feebler policy commitment: The waning of global democratic momentum, the growing pushback
against democracy aid, the damaged status of Western democracy, and rising competition from non
democracies—also influence many Western policy makers and add up to a further challenge:
a weakened commitment by established democracies to making democracy support a
foreign-policy priority.

There are both challenges and opportunities in democracy assistance. The point and maybe the main
challenge today is to find a realistic balance between the challenges and opportunities and asking,
what it is possible to do, what should the goal be and what results can be achieved, and at the same time
managing expectations. There might be a need for creative thinking regarding where the efforts should be
focused and what should be implement and included in democracy assistance programs. Additionally, it will be
essential for there to be stronger cooperation and coordination between assistance providers and donors i.e.
governments to seek a common understanding that policies towards a country in one area can hamper or in
the worst case destroy the efforts make towards democratic strengthening.
The work of democracy assistance providers is challenging. The trends are not necessarily in favor of
democracy, its principles and a democratic way of governing. Democracy, even in traditionally strong
democracies, is sometimes challenged and questioned. Today we see for instance more cases of corruption a
nd abuse of power in mature democracies. However, the demand for democracy might be the highest
ever. More citizens all over the world have better access to information, and a better understanding of the
connection between the way the society is being governed and how citizens needs and aspirations are met.
Democracy and a democratic system can be the answer if its principles are implemented and its leaders are
committed to addressing these needs. It in this complex environment that democracy assistance providers
operate.

16 Carothers T. (2015) “Democracy Aid at 25: Time to Choose” Published by: Journal of Democracy
17 The Arab Spring in 2011 has often been mentioned as one of the major setbacks in recent years, where steps were taken to change the regime but where the trend now is towards more
authoritarian regimes.
18 Tunisia can be one example. A new constitution was passed and free and fair elections have been held even though the situation has not yet stabilized and the democratic system
still is fragile.
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THE OSLO CENTER APPROACH
Democracy is identified by many as majority rule, often combined with a winner-takes-all approach. The
Oslo Center approach is to understand democracy as majority rule that accommodates minority rights. This
mindset reflects the key principles of inclusive participation and accountable representation.
The Oslo Center has a holistic approach, acknowledging that democracy is often a complex fabric within a
society with multiple layers and components. In democracy, we observe, there are many actors with different
roles and responsibilities. In this regard the Oslo Center works with political parties, political and democratic
institutions and civil society. We acknowledge that each and every actor must perform its tasks to its fullest,
but equally important that actors perform their roles in a coordinated and collaborative manner with a holistic
approach to democracy i.e. developing systems that correspond to each other. As much as the Oslo Center
is assisting individual institutions, we recognize the importance of inter-institutional relations and processes.
Competition is an important element in democracy performance. The Oslo Center recognizes political
cooperation as equally important. A well-functioning, sustainable democracy must include a balance between
the two, where dialogue is crucial to achieve sustainable results. Dialogue never casts competitors as
opponents, but as actors representing diversity in a democracy.
Dialogue can be an activity in itself or as a methodological approach. We may facilitate a dialogue between two
or more parties or we may use dialogue as a method when working with a partner organization. The aim of
dialogue is increased understanding and trust-building, that may lay the foundation to identify challenges and
common solutions.
Four Keys in the Oslo Center’s Approach
The first key of the Oslo Center’s approach is maintaining the highest possible level of local knowledge and
understanding of the political, cultural, historical, social and economic contexts. It means knowing and
understanding the actors and all relevant processes including identifying the “drivers of change” and the
“barriers to change”. It also requires building relationships between the actors and the Oslo Center. This is
a prerequisite for building trust, which is fundamental when providing relevant assistance. Trust is also a
prerequisite for being seen as non-partisan. With respect and tolerance we appreciate the equality of this
diversity. It is not enough to be non-partisan in perfomance; we must also be perceived by all involved as
non-partisan. This remains a constant challenge in the sensitive environments where the Oslo Center operates.
The second key for the Oslo Center is the issue of local ownership, which is fundamental in all our
programs and activities. The Oslo Center responds to requests from, and initiates activities with, key actors and
stakeholders. Our approach includes sharing options and comparative experiences, looking at pros and cons,
but acknowledging the right of the relevant decision-makers to draw conclusions.
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The third key in the Oslo Center’s work is the issue of good timing, i.e. we remain sensitive, through
understanding of the context, to “do the right thing at the right time”. This is important in order to avoid
backlashes or destroy traditional structures needed as a foundation for change. Flexibility, and tailored
activities to respond to requests, challenges and opportunities, is important. Hence sequencing the activities
in order to secure the highest level of relevance is crucial for successful processes.
The fourth key is “learning by doing”, combining theoretical knowledge with practical experiences. So-called
‘best practice’ should be included in dialogue with partners, as the process is often as important as the
outcome.
The Oslo Center, with its special approach described above, has been highly appreciated in the countries
where we are working. An example is the external evaluation of Oslo Center`s programs in Somalia and
Kenya. The evaluation report conclusion stated that the Oslo Center is moving in a new direction of democracy
support, where Oslo Center`s stakeholders are carrying the full ownership of the process and the outcome of
assistance provided. Oslo Center`s partners have clearly stated that the key to the success is close collaboration
along with the Oslo Center staff’s in-depth knowledge of the specific context they are working in.
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ARTICLES

HUMAN RIGHTS IN
NORWAY’S FOREIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT POLICY
By Geir Sjøberg1

In April last year, the Norwegian Storting (parliament) endorsed a Government White Paper on
human rights. The document, entitled ‘Opportunities for All: Human Rights in Norway’s Foreign Policy and
Development Cooperation’, reflects a renewed effort to promote and protect human rights. In 2014, Norway
also moved to revise the 1814 Constitution to incorporate certain human rights provisions, and to establish
a new national human rights institution (NHRI), fully compliant with the Paris Principles 2. Together, these
steps serve to reaffirm Norway’s commitment to human rights both domestically and internationally. While
this article gives a brief overview of human rights in foreign affairs, the interested reader is encouraged to
consult the full version of the White Paper 3.
Policy Coherence for Human Rights
Human rights have been established as a centerpiece in Norwegian foreign and development policy. In this
respect, universal human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the obligations of states under international
human rights law, is the starting point. In other words, this is not a Norwegian agenda as such, but rather a
reflection that “all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights” – as laid down in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
A chief objective is to pursue a coherent policy for human rights, where efforts to promote and protect
human rights are integrated into work at the global, regional and bilateral levels. This applies across the
various foreign policy areas, including security policy; peace processes; humanitarian efforts; development
policy; environmental policy; and engagement with the private sector. It is essential that efforts in the different
policy areas pull in the same direction and are mutually reinforcing. Policy coherence means that respect for
human rights is not only a foreign policy goal in itself; it is also a means of achieving lasting development and
security in the world.
Based on this philosophy and in this spirit, Norway sets out to play an active role in efforts to ensure that the
international community gives priority to human rights. The following main objectives have been set:
• Ensure a coherent approach to Norway’s international human rights efforts, with a particular focus on
		 three priority areas that highlight the links between democracy, the rule of law and human rights:
		1)
			
			
			

Individual freedom and public participation – with an emphasis on rights that are under
particular threat, such as freedom of expression, freedom of assembly and association and
freedom of religion or belief, as well as intensified efforts to support defenders of human rights
and to promote the independent media and the right to education;

		2) The rule of law and legal protection – with an emphasis on the right to life, the development of fair
			 and effective legal systems, the protection of private property rights, the fight against corruption
			 and the protection of personal privacy;

1

The author is policy director for human rights and democracy at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway. During the period 2006-08 he served as special adviser for the Oslo Center
for Peace and Human Rights. Views contained in the article do not automatically reflect those of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

2

The internationally agreed Paris Principles define the role, composition, status and functions of national human rights institutions, including with respect to independence, broad human
rights mandate, adequate funding, and an inclusive and transparent selection and appointment process. (Source: UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights)

3

The white paper, originally entitled “Meld. St. 10 (2014-15) Muligheter for alle – menneskerettighetene som mål og middel i utenriks- og utviklingspolitikken” (Regjeringen Solberg) is
available electronically online at regjeringen.no in Norwegian and English versions. The author may be contacted at geir@mfa.no for a hard copy.
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3) Equality and equal opportunities – with an emphasis on the rights of women and children, the right 		
to health and food, as well as efforts to combat all forms of discrimination, including discrimination 		
against religious minorities, indigenous peoples, people with disabilities, and sexual minorities;
•

Promote human rights in international cooperation at the global, regional and bilateral levels, by
ensuring policy coherence and through the systematic use of foreign and development policy
instruments. This includes:

4) Integrating efforts to promote and protect human rights into all aspects of foreign and development
		 policy, to ensure that our efforts in different areas pull in the same direction and are mutually
		reinforcing;
5) Playing an active part in international efforts to further develop the normative human rights
		 framework, and further developing Norway’s role in this field as a key international player with a 		
		 clearly recognisable profile;
6) Working to make the UN more effective, and to ensure that human rights are given priority across
		 the organisation and that a larger share of its total resources is allocated to this area;
7) Working to further strengthen the work of the Council of Europe and the Organization for Security 		
		 and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) to promote democracy, human rights and the rule of law;
8) Developing long-term, targeted cooperation with regional organisations outside Europe, as part of
		 efforts to strengthen international human rights protection mechanisms;
9) Further developing a systematic approach to bilateral efforts, based on the human rights
		 obligations of the countries concerned and in line with our multilateral efforts;
10) Setting clear requirements for recipients of Norwegian aid as regards their willingness to take 		
		 steps to promote human rights, democracy and the rule of law;
11) Engaging the private sector in efforts to safeguard and ensure respect for human rights, with
		 reference in particular to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights;
12) Further developing human rights expertise in the Foreign Service, through training, capacity
		 building and the development of relevant tools, and by facilitating cooperation with relevant actors,
		 including civil society, the academic community, the private sector, and religious and cultural groups.
In promoting human rights, it is sometimes necessary to strike a balance between different considerations
within the framework given by international human rights law. Terror and extremism are serious threats to
human rights that must be combated in a manner that respects human rights. Certain human rights are
absolute, such as the prohibition of torture. This means that states must not engage in torture under any
circumstance, not even in suspicion of serious crimes. Certain other rights may be restricted in exceptional
cases, but only if the following conditions are all fulfilled; the restriction must have a legal and clearly defined
basis in national legislation, it must serve a legitimate aim, and it must be necessary in a democratic society.
A recent trend in a number of countries has been the development of ‘bad practice’ in terms of national
legislation being used or misused in contravention of international human rights law in order to curtail
fundamental freedoms. It is in Norway’s interest that human rights are respected throughout the world,
and concepts such as so-called traditional values or other relativistic approaches that violates international
law cannot, of course, be accepted as legitimate reasons for restricting human rights. Repression breeds
discontent; it is morally flawed as a means of governance and ultimately bound to fail. Such practice is
unsustainable and does not constitute leadership of, by and for the people.
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Today there are more refugees in the world than at any time since World War II. The international community
has to respond to several severe humanitarian crises in parallel, constituting unprecedented challenges
on a number of levels. Violent conflicts, extremisms, terrorism, poverty, climate change and environmental
problems all impact on human rights, and more fundamentally; these challenges may be rooted in human
rights violations.
Time and again, we see that where human rights are not respected, the consequences can be far reaching
and even dramatic; the situations in Syria, the Sahel and South Sudan being tragic examples. Human rights
and the rule of law clearly have to be a part of any solution, for it to be of a lasting and sustainable nature. This
underscores the significance of a human rights based approach to foreign and development policy. There will
be no stability and security in the longer term without respect for human rights, and the issue of migration
needs to be addressed in accordance with international law.
A basic tenet of human rights policy is that civil and political rights and economic, social and cultural rights
are universal, indivisible and interdependent and that they must be treated globally in a fair and equal manner.
The two main categories of human rights are mutually reinforcing, and it is only when all human rights are
respected that the protection of human rights can be said to be genuine and complete. Fundamental freedoms,
such as the right to freedom of expression, peaceful assembly and association, and participation in public
affairs are essential for the promotion and protection of other human rights, including economic, social and
cultural rights and in the context of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. In January 2016, Foreign
Minister Børge Brende issued a new strategy for strengthening freedom of expression and the independent
media regarding foreign and development policy.
UN human rights system
A key focus of, and platform for, Norway’s pursuit of its human rights priorities is the UN system. This includes
the work at a normative level – to elaborate and defend established universal human rights norms - and work
to strengthen the effectiveness of the UN’s implementation mechanisms in order to ensure that international
norms are matched by local realities. There is a ‘growing gap’ between decisions and recommendations made
by UN bodies and mechanisms (based on a State’s legal obligations) and implementation at the domestic and
local level. Support for improved implementation is the responsibility of the UN system as a whole, not just the
dedicated human rights institutions. Good examples of this mainstreaming imperative are efforts such as the
UN Secretary-General’s Human Rights Upfront Action Plan. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s initiative in this
regard will need to be continued and further developed under the new Secretary-General and his or her team4.
The UN’s human rights pillar, spearheaded by the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the Human
Rights Council – a body which has perhaps been more relevant than many people had expected – nonetheless
needs to be strengthened in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. This needs to be addressed as the body
approaches its 10th anniversary later this year. Norway is advocating a significant increase in the share of
the UN’s resources allocated to human rights, up from a mere 3% today, thereby strengthening the UN
human rights pillar, including efforts to assist States in fulfilling their obligations and follow up of the
recommendations from the Universal Periodic Review.
Particular attention, in the context of efforts to reform and strengthen the Human Rights Council, is drawn to
the body’s membership. There is a need for greater transparency concerning Member States’ compliance with
the criteria for Council membership5, with each State’s voluntary commitments, and with their international
human rights obligations. A contribution in this regard is the yourHRC.org portal, recently launched by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway with the Universal Rights Group.

4

The next UN Secretary-General is scheduled to take office on 1 January 2017. The decision on a candidate is expected in the second half of 2016.

5

As set down in General Assembly resolution 60/251.
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Support to civil society is an integral part of the systematic effort to augment the United Nations’ ability to
address human rights. Civil society has a key role to play at the international as well as national and local
levels, and Norway is the lead nation in support of defenders of human rights at the UN Human Rights Council
and at the UN General Assembly. Firm resolutions in recognition of human rights defenders have recently been
adopted in Geneva as well as in New York with broad support, albeit not by all States6, indicating the severe
pressures on human rights defenders. The General Assembly resolution calls for the release of human rights
defenders imprisoned for exercising their fundamental rights, such as freedom of expression, and it contains
a number of substantive provisions addressing (in)consistency between national policies and international
human rights law.
Reprisal against those who cooperate with the United Nations or other international bodies is not only a
violation of their rights, it also constitutes an attack on the institutions as such. This is a very serious matter,
which requires effective responses by the international community.
Cooperation with civil society and the private sector
The global effort to promote and protect human rights is ultimately measured in terms of how effectively the
international norms translate into action at regional and country level. From the Norwegian side, the various
government departments and embassies carry on their day-to-day work according to their established
methodology and priorities. Enhanced cooperation across sectors of society and across national borders is
crucial for the advancement of human rights. In this work, civil society, including the Oslo Center for Peace and
Human Rights, continue to be relevant partners in a range of different ways.
By employing universal human rights as a foundation for its work, the Oslo Center can promote democracy
and the respect for human rights as a goal in and of itself, and contribute to lasting development and security
in the countries where the Center is engaged.
As an example of a particular area of work – that may carry particular interest for the Oslo Center with its
sponsors from the private sector – let me draw attention to the Government action plan on business and
human rights, issued in November 20157.
As Norwegian companies increase their investments and contribute to job creation in growth markets, for
example in Africa, their active and responsible engagement, including by effective anti-corruption measures,
can have a direct and positive impact on the human rights situation in the countries concerned. The presence
of Norwegian companies in a country can also help to facilitate constructive dialogue between Norway and the
country’s authorities. Priority is given to promoting Norwegian business interests abroad, while at the same
time promoting respect for human rights in the business sector, by making the expectations of companies
in the field of corporate social responsibility clear, and by actively providing information and guidance. The
National Action Plan provides the framework for further cooperation in this regard.
In conclusion, enhanced cooperation among a range of actors nationally and internationally – involving States
from across the regions, intergovernmental bodies, academia, civil society organizations and the private
sector – will be essential in moving forward at this challenging and critical juncture of international affairs.
Only by working together can we be coherent and effective in promoting and protecting human rights, thereby
defending the values underpinning a democratic society. Security, stability and sustainable development will
remain elusive without due attention to human rights.
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After intense negotiations, the Russian Federation and China requested a vote on General Assembly resolution 70/161 at the end of 2015. Nonetheless, the resolution was adopted with
a clear majority. 127 States voted in favor, while 14 States voted against, and 41 States abstained.

7

Business and Human Rights: National Action Plan for the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles. Available in Norwegian and English versions. Please consult regjeringen.no for
the electronic version or contact the MFA Section for Business Promotion and Development for hard copies in the desired language(s).
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INTER-RELIGIOUS
DIALOGUE
By Kjell Magne Bondevik

Several violent conflicts have a religious dimension. Religion in itself is not the main source of conflicts. But
religion is often misused to fuel and stir up conflicts. Therefore inter-religious dialogues are important in
order to increase understanding and respect between different faiths. A challenge is to define common
values and use them to mobilize for reconciliation and peace, and to learn to live peacefully with our
differences.
Common values
Unfortunately, many people around the world carry with them a burden of fear of people different from
themselves, especially if they have a different belief. Why? Religious and political authorities have often used
their position of authority to point to differences more than to similarities. Fear and division are unfortunately
widely used tools of power to keep the believers obedient and loyal. All too often religion is distorted and
abused to stir up mistrust and hate, which in turn provides a breeding-ground for conflict and war. A strong
religious dimension is often an integral part of unrest and violent power struggles. We have seen this in Northern
Ireland, in the Middle East, in the Balkans, and in the Sudan. Few, if any, religions actually have such aggressive
characteristics in their scriptures: they are man-made. Religion has always been interpreted by someone. But
we can act against such negative interpretations by enhancing our efforts to promote understanding between
people. We have several common values in all main religions, such as respect for the sacred, human dignity,
and the ideas of peace and justice. This knowledge helps break down the religious and cultural barriers that
have been erected between people, societies and individuals. At the Oslo Center this has been a part of our
platform; to promote peace and reconciliation, with emphasis on inter-religious dialogue.
All major world religions teach the virtue of peace. Not just peace in the sense of absence of war, but peace
between people. The Hebrew word for peace, shalom, and the Arabic word, salaam, have the same root. Both
have a broader meaning, referring to a state of mind, to relations with other people and relations with God. This
is the same as in the Christian blessing: “peace be with you.”
The writings of all the world religions call on us to make peace. In the Christian faith we have Jesus’ words in
the Sermon on the Mount, “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God.” The holy
book of Islam, the Koran, says “ If they incline to peace, make peace with them”. Mahatma Gandhi, a Hindu,
put it like this: “Every human being can be made to change his or her violent behavior into a peaceful one, by
virtue of human nature itself which possesses an inherent partiality for peace”. Other religions have similar
messages. We all seek God with the same purpose, to live in peace with God and our neighbors. The Gospel in
the Bible, and I think particularly of St. Paul, shows us how the reconciliation between God and Man, due to His
mercy, help people to reconciliation between themselves.
Responsibility of religious leaders
I want to emphasize the importance of mobilizing religious communities. Religious leaders have the means
and resources to reach the believers. No other groups have the same capacity to reach out down to the most
remote groups. The best example of how efficient communication among religious communities can be is in
the fight against HIV/Aids.
Today we see a strong worldwide tendency to idealize individualism and egoism, and to emphasize materialism
over spiritual and relational topics. Religion can represent a counterweight to this: Islam with its emphasis on
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human dignity, social justice and duties; Christianity with its focus on love and compassion; Buddhists with
their way of seeing through egoism that destroys our lives; and Hindus with their focus on the balance between
good and evil in people. People from different religions are familiar with the language of ethics and values, of
spirituality and the soul, so important for the lives of common people.
As political and religious leaders we have a responsibility to oppose any attempt to exploit social, economic
and other injustices in order to stir up religious hatred and suspicion. The world situation compels us to work
hard to reduce tension between religious groups. This can start from the top down and from the grassroots
up – both ways, at the same time. The dialogue must be based on reciprocity, confidence and cooperation.
Still, we must be careful not to give religion too much responsibility for conflicts in the world. Former President
Bill Clinton stated at the Clinton Global Summit in 2006: “Most conflicts are over power, politics and resources.
Religion is used and becomes a cover for political differences.”
Therefore we must continue inter-faith dialogue. Pope Benedict XVI also pointed in the same direction when he
recognized that religion had sometimes been used to justify war, but said that such violence is not caused by
faith itself “but by the cultural limits with which it is lived and with which it develops in time”.
Religious leaders have a strong influence on their followers all over the world. We can use that influence to
build bridges and show through our actions that cooperation and friendship are possible with people of all
faiths. It is therefore important that Pope Benedict XVI stated so clearly that religion should never be used as a
justification for war, and appealed to religious leaders to use their faith to bring about peace: “No one is therefore permitted to use the motive of religious differences as a reason or pretext for bellicose behavior toward
other human beings”.
Knowledge makes dialogue easier
When we feel confident about our own religious belief, it is easier to meet and talk to people with a different
belief. Knowledge of your own belief is important for the climate of dialogue. We can meet and speak freely
together, because we feel confident about our positions, confident enough in our beliefs that dialogue does
not challenge our position. I have been a politician for over 30 years, but I am originally a clergyman, ordained
Pastor in the Lutheran church. I bring with me a message from my religion about love for all people. In my
religion, we learn how Jesus, through his good example, healed people from a different religion than his own,
without requiring that they convert. He did not have a hidden agenda in his actions. He taught us to love all
people, including people of other faiths. And he challenged us to love not only our friends, but also our enemies.
People of different faiths are sometimes afraid of losing their religious identity or even their own faith in
inter-faith dialogue, but my experience and that of others have been the opposite. The former Archbishop of
Canterbury, Dr. Rowan Williams, said at the World Council of Churches 9th Assembly that two approaches
to inter-religious dialogue were unhelpful. One was to claim an exclusive possession of the truth, while
the other was to lose confidence in one’s faith and “slip into a world-view that assumes every religion is as
good as another”. He urged his audience to recognize similarities in their own experience of faith and that of
others, saying “Sometimes when we look at our neighbors of other traditions, it can be as if we see in their eyes
a reflection of what we see; they do not have the words we have, but something is deeply recognizable”. He
continued, “When we face radically different notions, strange and complex accounts of a perspective not our
own, our perspective must be not, ‘How do we convince them of error? How do we win the competition of
ideas?’ But ‘What do they actually see? And can what they see be a part of the world that I see?’”
In my view promoting sound values is especially important in schools. Our schools must foster tolerance and
understanding. They must be a means of combating hatred and fear of those who are different. In all schools,
also in religious schools, pupils must learn compassion and consideration for others. And I will once more
quote Pope Benedict: “Never before have we needed this education as much as now, particularly if we look
toward the new generations. So many young people in areas marked by conflict are taught sentiments of hate
and vendetta in ideological context where seeds of ancient rancors are cultivated and psyches are prepared
for future violence”.
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The role of education is very important in enhancing confidence and reconciliation. In 1997 Norway changed
the religious education in our schools from a mainly Christian focus to a new and compulsory subject
“Christianity, Religions and Life Stance8. All Norwegian students now receive a substantial amount of
knowledge not only of Christianity but also of Islam and the other world religions, as well as of philosophy
and more secular outlooks on life. Apart from ensuring that all students will have a good knowledge of the
Christian tradition as well as of other religions and worldviews/life stance, the intention has been to open a
space for practicing dialogue in an increasingly multi-religious society. The different religious communities
have participated in developing this new curriculum.
Religious communities should coordinate mutual development of study programs, textbooks and educational
plans to promote confidence building through education.
By understanding more about others I also learn more about myself and my own belief. We may be
transformed through dialogue, but that is also the intention of dialogue, to lead the way to greater
understanding. Rev Dr. Ingo Wulfhorst explained this beautifully: “Trying to understand the other’s spirituality,
religious experiences and practices, learning from them, and sharing our own faith and understanding in order
to also be enriched and transformed, is part of an inter-faith dialogue”. And along the way we can even become
friends with people from other religions, feel companionship and fellowship, and bring down barriers in order
to make conflicts easier to solve. To talk about our different faiths is not a competition any of us can win. More
understanding is the goal, and through greater understanding it is easier to live together.
Our challenge is to teach about all religions in a fair and correct way, filled with respect. We must also
obtain correct information about our different worlds, and get away from stereotypes about each other. You find
moderate and extreme Christians and Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs – and in some respects we can even find
that we have more in common with people from another religion than from our own.
Dialogue and diapraxis on the local level
The effect of our dialogue should manifest itself first and foremost in local communities, where conflicts
often arise. We can sit in meetings, in relative good comfort, meet in civilized settings and have an intellectual
sharing of opinions and experiences. But it is in our everyday life, where political decisions will be taken
and when you and I speak in front of our religious communities, that the result of our sharing of values will
materialize itself. There is a lot of mistrust in many communities. And many people do not feel safe in their
local environment because of discrimination. To be a minority in a society can be hard, if the society does not
find ways to live with and respect differences.
We must face common threats and challenges in the world of today, and we must do it together. Many are
interested in dialogue and cooperation, but they do not know how to do it. We must do two things; give people
confidence in their reflections about how necessary it is, and give them ideas and tools to do it. There are a lot
of experiences of this kind all over the world now. An Internet search will give you many examples and good
ideas about how to do it. But it is important that everybody adapt them to their own context, and that all the
participants have the power to influence the agenda and actions taken.
A Danish theologian and the director of the Islamic-Christian study center in Copenhagen, Lise Rasmussen,
introduced the term diapraxis 15 years ago. The main idea is to work together on an equal basis. She defines
it like this: diapraxis is not the application of dialogue, but dialogue in action. It is a process that calls for a
contextual approach to dialogue, enabling people to meet in order to try to reveal and transform the reality they
share. Religious leaders have a responsibility to give their followers and members of their community room
and encouragement to engage in diapraxis.
Religious dialogue must take place at the grassroots, solving practical questions concerning the everyday life
of people. Common projects like solving the problems of water supply, lack of security in the neighborhood,
conflicts between youths, or the need for extra homework assistance for young people or immigrants. Having
concrete common problems to solve can help people to develop friendship and fellowship.
8
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The Norwegian acronym is KRL, for “Kristendom, religion og livssynskunnskap”

Challenges in inter-faith dialogue
Still, we must remember that many religious groups are not interested in dialogue, both among Christians,
Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs and others. It is safe to stay within our own community, and there may be an
inclination among religious and political leaders to hold on to their positions of power. Or to quote Ahmad
al-Tayyeb: “When the guides of humanity and the builders of human history turn their backs on religions
and on their sublime philosophies, they become like a group of blind people who are incapable of guiding
themselves, let alone others”.
Religion may also be used for political and economic purposes. And different interpretations of a religion can
also hamper necessary development in different areas, and conserve attitudes that need to be changed in
order to promote a free and just world with equal rights for all:
- Old traditions can stand in the way of necessary development;
- Inequality between the sexes can be a challenge, and is often maintained by laws emanating from a
doubtful interpretation of the scriptures of a religion;
- Certain religious groups are only motivated by the hope of gaining converts, and serve only their own
followers. Cultural and religious history are often closely connected, both in negative and positive ways.
An example is the tradition of circumcising girls, a barbaric tradition that is not rooted in religion itself and
that has no place in today’s world.
A challenge for everybody working with inter-religious dialogue is to prevent the dialogue from becoming
primarily an alliance between reactionary forces within the different religions; an alliance of conservative
forces whose only goal is to defend religion against secularization. We must prevent universal human rights
from becoming a sacrifice on the altar of dialogue and tolerance. We see leaders from different religions
joining forces to preserve old paternalistic family patterns. And we must not accept a continuation of the
situation noted in the Alliance of Civilizations/UN report, namely that a lack of respect for religion in the West
is a major reason for the differences between Islam and the West.
Challenges in Christian-Muslim relations
We have over the last few years seen a polarization especially between Christians and Muslims. The principal
of Indonesia’s Christian Batak Church, Rev Dr Jamilin Sirait, when explaining the Indonesian situation, had a
disturbing tale to tell of being a Christian minority: “One of our problems is that we (the Christians) are seen
as Westerners. Christianity is linked to Western thinking. Many of our Muslim brothers and sisters see us as
enemies, and opponents of Muslim thought, while many Christians see Muslims as extremists”. He said in a
meeting in Denmark that one of the major challenges of the Christian-Muslim dialogue is to eliminate these
incorrect views of each other whereby Christians are perceived as representing the West, and Muslims are
seen as extremists.
The Muslim writer Tariq Chaudhry says: “Muslims share a common view of a constant onslaught against
them and their religion. Their inability to militarily or politically resist external threats and aggression adds
to their feeling of humiliation, which Muslims have been feeling since the time of the crusades and colonial
occupation, when large parts of the Muslim world were under foreign domination”. He also underlines that after
independence one Muslim nation after another has experienced defeat at the hands of non-Muslims, whether
it be in the Middle East, South Asia or in the Balkans.
This perspective has also been highlighted in the final report of the Alliance of Civilization High Level Group,
presented in 2006: Muslim communities share a sense of “discrimination, humiliation, or marginalization
against them based on ethnic, religious, or other identity markers”.
The philosopher Elie Wiesel points to important root causes of conflict, war and terror in the world. They are
based on experiences of humiliation, he says. He shows that occupation creates a feeling of humiliation, and
the same happens when a culture becomes undervalued. You also find it among people and in countries that
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are economically oppressed, and where the redistribution of wealth is very unjust. It is important to fight
conditions that make people, individuals and ethnic groups feel humiliated. It must be a priority to develop
strong attitudes and communication systems between and within countries, which in words and actions show
respect for different groups and treat people equally, both majorities and minorities. This is also a theme of the
important UN project, Alliance of Civilization, which I support.
There have been many conflicts between Muslims and Christians throughout history, but it is important
to remember that there is also a history of cooperation between religions. As far back as the Middle Ages,
goods and merchandise, but not least, ideas and knowledge crossed the divide between the Christian West
and the Islamic Orient. There have been similar examples up until the present, such as South Africa and the
overthrow of Apartheid, and Muslim and Christian religious leaders working together to build peace in war-ravaged
Sierra Leone. We also see in the history of Egypt, that Christians and Muslims worked closely together and
built a strong alliance to fight the British colonialists. History also shows that the communities in our part of
the world that were most willing to learn from others have developed most rapidly. This, I believe, is indeed an
important lesson.
It would be useful to get more insight in what characterizes pluralistic societies’ low internal tension between
different cultures, religions or ethnic groups, and try to draw some lessons from this that can be used in other
countries and contexts. Furthermore, it is necessary to look at other reasons for violence and conflicts than
religious and cultural differences, and seek ways to prevent those combinations of root causes from driving
political or military tensions.
Learning from good practice
It is important to develop a line of thought between civilizations, that allows cultures to live side by side, albeit
with very different characteristics, where dialogues between different groups are based on respect, and where
there is an environment for dialogue about differences and about how to implement human rights. A particular
challenge is to find a way to deal with the gender issue. Discrimination of women cannot be tolerated, and it is
important to have open discussions about what gender equality means in a human rights context.
Living in a pluralistic society with differences in religion, ethnicity and identity must be learned, and
structures for it must be built. Through greater knowledge about each other and a broad dialogue in all parts
of society, we can make wonders. More knowledge reduces fear, and friendship breaks down barriers. In this
regard I want to share with you some experiences from my country, Norway. The Council for Religious and Life
Stance Communities in Norway was established on 30 May 1996. Member communities today include: the
Holistic Community, the Bahá’í Community, the Buddhist Community, the Jewish Communities, the Humanist
Association, the Islamic Council, the Church of Norway, the Council of Free Churches, the Catholic Church, the
Sikh Community (Gurdwara Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji), the Hindu Community (Sanatan Mandir Sabha), and the
Mormons (The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints).
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The goals of the Council for Religious and Life Stance Communities are defined in the statutes:
- To promote mutual understanding and respect between different religious and life stance communities 		
through dialogue;
- To work towards equality between various religious and life stance communities in Norway based on the
United Nations covenants on Human Rights and on the European Convention on Human Rights;
- To work, internally and externally, with social and ethical issues from the perspective of religions and
life stances.
This council has played a very important role in Norway as a bridge builder between religious and life stance
communities. And it has evidenced dilemmas related to religion and faith. We also have an organization called
the Oslo Coalition on Freedom of Religion or Belief, that aims at promoting freedom of religion or belief as
a positive right. The Coalition cooperates with international experts and organizations, such as OSCE and
UNESCO. The Oslo Coalition bases its activities on the Oslo Declaration on Freedom of Religion or Belief from
August 1998.
Close dialogue between different religious and faith communities over many years, often connected to
current political topics and conflicts, contributed strongly to the non-violent reaction in Norway to the conflict
surrounding the Muhammad caricatures. Knowledge of what is considered sacred by the different religions, as
well as of the common understanding of what freedom of speech means in practice, created a good base for
dialogue in this critical situation.
My conclusion is this: I truly believe that religious faith can be a part of the solution, not part of the problem. It
is our common endeavor that can make this come true throughout the world. Therefore we need to strengthen
and encourage inter-religious dialogues, involving both religious and political leaders. I hereby challenge us
all to do it together.
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CURRENT PROJECTS

SOMALIA

Important steps towards democracy

The Oslo Center’s democracy assistance program focuses on the development of a political and legal
framework for the return of a multi-party democracy.
The Oslo Center has been actively working with Somali institutions and organizations since 2010 and has been
operating full time on the ground since the opening of the field office in Mogadishu in January 2014. The work
has focused on supporting the development and implementation of the Preliminary Constitution, with a specific
focus on the multi-party system both at the policy level as well as among the grassroots organizations aspiring
to become political parties.
After more than twenty years of civil war, Somalia has during the last few years taken steps towards
democracy. This has by no means been a road without difficulties and there are many more steps to take before
a democratic framework for the country is in place. The adoption of the Provisional Constitution in mid-2012
marked the end of the transition and establishment of permanent state institutions, formulating legislation and
building mechanisms to execute constitutional implementation to enhance the democratic space in Somalia.
However, in the period since the constitution was adopted by parliament, the institutions and processes have
faced many setbacks. The government’s ability to rule has been constantly questioned by the parliament, which
has led motions against the President and Prime Minister. This has resulted in several reshuffles of ministers
and two rounds of establishing a new government following a change of Prime Minister. In such a turbulent
political environment the progress towards democracy has been hampered and it has proved hard to achieve
the goals set by the Vision 2016, a document that was crafted in September 2013 under the leadership of
Hon. Mr. Hassan Sheikh Mohamud, elected President of the Federal Government of Somalia. The document
comprises six specific goals, including a pledge to conduct the long awaited democratic popular elections
introducing a multi-party system in August 2016. With the delay in developing the framework for the electoral
system an election will not be possible in 2016 but is scheduled to be held in 2020.
The work with the aspiring political parties was initiated in 2010, aiming to initiate the conversation with groups
showing eagerness to form political parties in Somalia. The Oslo Center has, since the start of this process,
been able to support the knowledge-base among 20 aspiring political parties, including technical advice shared
in dialogue forums with the mother party as well as the women’s wings and youth wings. The objective of the
work has been to assist these groups to develop their thinking in terms of their own role as political parties or
wings, to formulate their common reasons to form parties. This will enable the introduction of a party system
to replace the clan based power sharing formula 4.5, passed into legislative text to further realize this demand.
The work has resulted in a steep learning curve for most groups with clear ideas about a multi-party system.
The work has also assisted in strengthening the inter- and intra-party linkages as the dialogue has taken place
across party lines and invited the women and youth to become advisers to the leadership of each aspiring
political party.
Since 2013, the Oslo Center has supported the parliament by providing programs, allowing the committees
to request Somali technical experts in areas in which they have needed assistance. This has proved to be
effective and rapid responses led by the Speaker’s office with close involvement by the Speaker Hon. Mr. Mohamed
Sh. Osman Jawari.
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In addition, the Oslo Center was appointed as the sole adviser to support the work of the parliamentary Ad Hoc
Committee on political parties and the political system, by assisting the committee to carry out its mandate to
research, develop policy options and to craft the draft political party law. The Ad Hoc committee convened its
first meeting at the same time as its official establishment in April 2014 with the aim of developing the process.
The ad hoc committee voted to elect Hon. Dr. Abdirizak Osman Jurille as Chair, Hon. Mr. Abyen Noor as Deputy
Chair and Hon. Mr. Noor Beyl as Secretary. They agreed on the Terms of Reference and time frame for the
work ahead and divided up tasks and responsibilities, establishing a taskforce on research and a taskforce on
outreach.
The first milestone was completed when the outreach task force had hosted 20 consultations with different
groups of society, including political party associations, youth, women, elders, religious leaders, the business
community, media, politicians and the previous Speaker of the Parliament, with institutional memory from the
1960-69 multi-party system in Somalia. In parallel, the task force on comparative research on the countries
selected by the committee completed its work. This entailed the compilation of articles from constitutions that
related to political parties, electoral law, political party laws, and political party finance acts from 23 countries.
The research was followed up by individual interviews with the Somali diaspora living in these countries to
enhance the committee members’ understanding of how the system worked in practice and might work in a
Somali context.
Examples of contentious or debated issues included the high number of parties due to the previous history
in Somalia, with more than 80 parties running for election; the criteria for registration and funding of political
parties; and the issue of the current political leader’s ability to participate in a general election and the need to
increase women and marginalized groups participation in the public sphere.
The debates throughout the Ad Hoc committee’s work led to consensus decisions on the articles included
in the draft law. The examples mentioned above were addressed by leveling the playing field for small
parties to participate, using a two-step approach and a threshold of 10 percent, but with full support from the
registration body to support all parties to reach the criteria. The solution to the issue of funding of political
parties was to include articles with frequent auditing by the body registering parties, requiring high
transparency, and with strict retroactions if parties contizued to fail to meet the standards. Likewise, the
fundamental idea of establishing political parties to avoid a constant 4.5 formula in elections was supported
by articles:
•

forbidding all discrimination in all doings of a political party

•

more than one clan out of the 4.5 in the leadership of a political party

•

regional distribution of party presents around the country

•

gender, youth and minority quotas if applicable due to the electoral system

•

the establishment of a body to support parties when enhancing their democratic procedures but also
with the mandate, in coordination with a Tribunal, to disqualify parties which do not respect the law.

The Ad Hoc committee finalized the draft political party law on 27 April 2015, in Kampala. It was presented
and discussed in parliament before a majority decision was made to share the document with the
government for revision. The law is likely to be passed in May 2016 with an awaiting implementation opening
up the registration of political parties as new legal entities.
All work conducted in Somalia has generated a range of documents, from policy documents (the political
party law) to research on the multi-party system, training manuals for political parties, reports on national
technical assistance to parliament, and other reports regarding building democracy in a country still
struggling with internal war and conflicts.
There is still a long way to go before democracy is entrenched, not only in the system but also in the
political and social fabric. The Oslo Center will continue to support the democratic process in Somalia by
providing technical assistance to the processes and institutions mandated to implement the legislation for the
establishment of political parties in Somalia.
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KENYA
Strengthening democratic processes

Among the key pillars in a democracy are political and electoral institutions, commissions and civil
society. With a holistic approach, the Oslo Center is working with this diversity of actors, assisting in their
organizational strengthening to perform their respective roles and responsibilities. The Oslo Center has
simultaneously worked with intra- and inter-institutional projects and activities. Democratic gains
often include more than one institution, and the successes are achieved when several institutions work
together towards the same goals. Facilitating mechanisms and processes of dialogue, consultations and
collaboration is a key component of the Oslo Center’s democracy assistance in Kenya.
In 2007 the Oslo Center responded to a request to share comparative experiences and lessons learned on
political cooperation and coalition building with the political parties in Kenya. In collaboration with National
Democratic Institute Kenya, the Oslo Center assisted with practical experiences and expertise as the country
prepared for the upcoming election. Immediately after the formation of the Government of National Unity in
2008, the Oslo Center followed up on coalition performance and sustainability with the political parties and the
government, including the newly established Office of the Prime Minister.
Over the last 10 years, the Oslo Center has continued to assist political and electoral institutions
and processes in Kenya, with a specific focus on the legislative framework. In 2010 Kenya established
its new Constitution, followed by new Elections Acts (EA) and a Political Parties Act (PPA) in
2011. The Oslo Center immediately embarked on working with the Office of Registrar of Political
Parties (ORPP), which was in charge of the implementation of the Political Parties Act - developing
regulations, statutes, rules and procedures for operationalization of the new legislation. One outcome is the
ORPP publishing several handbooks, manuals, checklists and guides to help the political parties to better
comply with the new legislation, as well as informing the public at large9.
The development of the PPA operationalization documents was done through a consultative process
including stakeholders, not least the political parties. Therefore the Oslo Center has supported the Political
Parties Liaison Committee (PPLC) mechanism, which includes all political parties in Kenya, to gain their
perspectives, seek their inputs and share information assisting the parties to comply with the requirements in
the legislative framework.
Both the Political Parties Act and the Elections Acts have provisions for the political and electoral systems,
institutions and processes. The Oslo Center has worked with the Interim Independent Electoral Commission
(IIEC 2008 – 2011) and Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC – since 2011) in its liaising
with the political parties and political actors10.
The Oslo Center worked with the Political Parties Dispute Tribunal (PPDT) to develop model rules for internal
party disciplinary and dispute resolution mechanisms. The draft rules were endorsed by all political parties
and stakeholders in a verification forum held in August 2014.

9

The documents include PPA Compliance Document, PPA regulations, PPA in a Nutshell, The Political Parties Manual, Registration Manual, Nomination Check List, Guide for Coalitions
and Guide for Merger. One key outcome of the development of these documents has been to build the capacity of the ORPP and its staff.

10 This included the development of operationalization procedures and documents, specifically the EA Compliance Document, unpacking and implementation of party lists, campaign
finance legislation and party nomination guidelines.
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Political parties
Since 2013 the Oslo Center has implemented programs working with individual political parties, focusing
on three main components. The first one is political cooperation, collaboration and coalition performance.
The second is party identity, using the Oslo Center methodology scrutinizing the six pillars of identity, namely
external identity, group identity, personality identity, organizational identity, value/principle identity and policy
identity. The third is policy development procedures, facilitating inclusive participation in the implementation
of the Policy Cycle of Policy initiation, policy design, policy approval, policy implementation, policy monitoring
and evaluation and policy reporting.
The Oslo Center has also assisted the political parties on an individual basis to comply with the Political Parties
Act and the Elections Acts.
Kenya National Gender and Equality Commission
The Kenyan Constitution requires that not more than 2/3 of the members of Parliament shall be of the
same gender. The National Gender and Equality Commission (NGEC) in Kenya was tasked with drafting
possible mechanisms for consideration. The Oslo Center assisted in this process by bringing in comparative
experiences and analyzing the practicality of the options, presenting eight options for implementation. The
following prioritization process led to a draft bill being presented to the Parliament, and which has received
support from both parties in position and parties in opposition. The final reading of the draft bill will take place
in April/May 2016.
The Kenya coast
In 2014 the Oslo Center assisted a pilot project at the Coast giving voice to local people, in particular young
people. The aim is, through dialogue, to address issues of concern of people who are, or see themselves as,
marginalized. At the center of the initiative is the revitalization of Peace Clubs, which is a non-curriculum
school activity in secondary schools engaging youth, promoting peace and co-existence in diversity, embracing
respect and tolerance, addressing issues of concern and presenting their views, perspectives and solutions.
Through school based activities and community based activities the youth step into and make contributions in
the public space. They become role models and build bridges with key institutions and stakeholders. Through
this program in Kwale and Lamu the Peace Clubs have been benchmarks for other counties. They have been
recognized and acknowledged by local, regional and national actors including the National Cohesion and
Integration Commission (NCIC). Due to the success of the pilot project and the true local ownership of the
program, the activities in the two counties continue and have expanded.
In Mombasa County, young people have initiated and established a non-partisan platform for policy
formulation and policy influence representing the voices of youth. Mombasa Youth Assembly is grassrootsbased with a representative structure at the village level, ward level, constituency level and county level.
Mombasa Youth Assembly is presenting solutions to the challenges and opportunities facing young people
in particular and the public at large through a participatory and consultative process. The Oslo Center has
assisted Mombasa Youth Assembly in revising their design, sharpening their profile and developing 11 guiding
documents strengthening their institutional structure and performance.
Juvenile Justice in Kisumu
In 2013 the Oslo Center conducted a baseline study on the current situation on juvenile justice/diversion in
Kisumu. Diversion are processes aiming to avoid that children in conflict with the law are detained and end up
in the mainstream criminal justice system, but rather are dealt with by non-judicial bodies. The results from
the baseline study revealed that there are considerable challenges facing the juvenile justice sector, and in
particular the diversion work in the county. Based on the baseline study’s recommendations, Children’s Services,
Kenya West Law Society and Undugu Society of Kenya were chosen as partners for this project. The initiative
aims to strengthen the juvenile justice system in Kisumu County in Kenya, and in particular diversion
processes, by providing support to the local government sector (County Government/Assembly), the civil
service (Children’s Services) and civil society. We are working both with decision-makers in the county
government, as well as those coming into first-hand contact with the children who get into contact/conflict
with the law. It is directly benefiting children who come into contact or conflict with the law in Kisumu, as well
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as children living or working on the streets. Kisumu has a large population of street children and poor county
policy on child protection and handling children in the juvenile justice system.
A pilot project was conducted between December 2013 and February 2015. During this period, children’s
officers, police officers and other key officials were trained in children’s rights. Roundtables were held with key
actors and decision-makers working in the juvenile justice system in Kisumu.
The training sessions during the pilot period showed that the participants - police officers, children’s officers,
prison officers and youth leaders - had received limited training in the past, but were interested in being trained
on the topic of children’s rights, juvenile justice and diversion.
The outcomes from the training sessions held are that the participants have been sensitized to children’s
rights, juvenile justice and diversion; awareness has been raised of how the participants can strengthen the
child protection regime within their profession; they have in particular become aware of the importance of
implementing diversion processes for children in conflict with the law; the negative implications of children
being treated as adults in the juvenile justice system; and Child Protection desks have been created in all seven
police stations in the county. The round table meetings for decision-makers and key actors served as a way of
strengthening and improving the cooperation and coordination between actors working on children’s rights in
Kisumu. Building on the pilot project, the next steps of the initiative will assist that the provisions on juvenile
justice in the Convention on the Rights of the Child are properly implemented in Kisumu County, both at county
level and sub-county level.
With international and national partners, the Oslo Center’s Kenya program will continue to assist institutions
and processes as they further strengthen the democratic framework, systems, structures, rules, procedures
and the political and electoral culture.
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SOUTH SUDAN

Youth dialogue as a way to inclusive participation

The Oslo Center has continued its support for creating a permanent platform for youth dialogue throughout
the country.
In 2012 the Oslo Center’s Youth Dialogue Program was established in South Sudan, in close collaboration with
our local partner organization South Sudan Youth Participatory Agency (SSYPA).
A long period of armed conflict between the Government and the opposition that broke out in December 2013
has left its mark on South Sudan and its population. After several failed attempts to cease hostilities, the
warring parties finally signed the Agreement on the Resolution of the Conflict in South Sudan (ARCISS)
in August 2015. The Agreement highlights the important need for peace, reconciliation and healing in the
time ahead. The Oslo Center supports a process where all parts of the society are involved in developing the
democratic framework for the country, with particular focus on the involvement of young men and women.
Deepening the understanding of democratic ideals and principles, as well as understanding the
opportunities and obligations to effectively participate in the state-building process, is vital. Considering the vital
and vulnerable phase of reform that South Sudan is in, we underline the importance of a unified youth voice to
be able to influence the political process.
The focus on youth is essential, as they constitute an overwhelming majority of the population who are socially
and economically underdeveloped, and they are therefore particularly vulnerable to being engaged in political
violence, attracted by ethnic warlords and other conflict entrepreneurs. According to South Sudan National
Bureau of Statistics (2008), 72% of South Sudanese are aged under 30 years. Efforts aimed at achieving lasting
peace and promoting sustainable development in the country must therefore focus particularly on this group.
Cross-ethnic statements from young people therefore send a strong signal to the political leaders involved in
the conflict, as the conflict has taken on an increased ethnic dimension.
The main objective of the program is, through the established permanent youth dialogue platforms, to unite
young people across ethnic and religious divides, engage them in political and governmental issues, and
contribute to peace and reconciliation at local and national level between different groups. The key component
in the Youth Dialogue Program is including young people in political processes, whilst creating an environment
for dissolving ethnic and religious divides and simultaneously enhancing gender equality.
The participants in the Youth Dialogue Forums, both at the state and national level, represent all major tribes
and a variety of civil society organizations as well as striving to achieve gender equality. The young people
discuss current ongoing political situations and identify shared concerns and possible solutions through
constructive political statements or resolutions that are then presented to relevant political actors.
The program has established Youth Dialogue Forums in 5 of the 10 states in the country; Jonglei (August 2013),
Eastern Equatoria (December 2013), Western Equatoria (July 2014), Northern Bahr El Ghazal (August 2015)
and Central Equatoria (September 2015). Three Youth Dialogue Forums have been conducted at national level
with representatives from all the 10 states. National guidelines and a National Steering Committee are in place.
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Immediate results have been visible in the form of dialogue among traditionally segregated groups, the sharing
of political opinions, and constructive political statements. The reports and resolutions from the forums have
been presented to relevant political actors, such as the Ministry of Youth and Sports, the Office of the President,
the National Constitutional Review Commission, the Peace and Reconciliation Committee and UNMISS. The
signals from all stakeholders have been and still are positive and encouraging as to the need to continue the
dialogue forums.
The Oslo Center is following the developments in South Sudan closely through dialogue and contact with
representatives from both the Government and the opposition, as well as with civil society and religious leaders
in South Sudan.
We will continue our work to strengthen the platform of the Youth Dialogue Forums in South Sudan, and are
also considering whether the Oslo Center could play a role in building the capacity of the political parties and
assisting in the planned review of the basic legislation in the country.
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BURMA/MYANMAR
Youth engagement: a prerequisite for democracy

The Oslo Center, in cooperation with the Norwegian Burma Committee, has worked to establish a platform
in Myanmar where young people from different ethnic groups can meet and discuss issues of their concern.
Working to promote democratic change and reforms has always been on the agenda for the Oslo Center.
In the last 10 years, a lot has changed in Burma/Myanmar. In November 2015 a national election was held and
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and her political party National League for Democracy (NLD) won an overwhelming
victory, as in the 1990 election. However, this time the democratic opposition will take office in Naypyidaw
with approval from the military. On 1 February this year, the newly elected Members of Parliament of NLD,
the eight other political parties and the army, still representing 25 percent of the seats in parliament, took up
their seats for the first time in the national parliament. Optimism was expressed by both the newly elected
parliamentarians and international stakeholders. However, the challenges are many and deep-rooted. One of
the major obstacles is to bring nationwide peace to the country: it has been troubled for decades by conflicts
between several armed groups and the military. It remains to be seen how the coalition government between
NLD and the army will cope with the challenges ahead: and even more importantly, how they will continue the
political, democratic and economic reforms that have just been started.
The Oslo Center has always highlighted the human rights situation in the country and always pressed for
democratic development in the country, especially through the engagement in Burma/Myanmar of founder
and President Kjell Magne Bondevik. The Oslo Center has advocated the release of political prisoners, a
tri-party dialogue, a coherent international approach towards Burma/Myanmar, and it has kept the democratic
development on the agenda after the democracy process in the country began.
In 2012 the Oslo Center contributed to hosting a youth conference in Kachin state where young people from
the state met and discussed issues related to the peace process and federalism. For democracy to take
root in the country, we believe young people from across ethnic and religious divides need to be included
and engaged in political processes. Therefore, the Oslo Center has worked to strengthen youth inclusion/
participation in the country. In collaboration with the Norwegian Burma Committee and the United Nationalities
Youth Forum (UNYF), which was established in 2014, the Oslo Center has worked to support the establishment of a
permanent platform where youth from all over Myanmar can meet and discuss issues related to the political
development in the country identified by the group and tailored to the context. So far two forums has been held,
one in Mawlamyine in Mon Sate and one in Loikaw in Kayah State. Youth from all the 14 states and divisions
and all major ethnic groups were present. Several minor workshops have been held in most of the states and
regions. Today 32 organizations are represented in UNYF, and the number is still increasing.
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In addition, the Oslo Center has access to government, opposition and human rights groups and civil
society organizations in Burma/Myanmar. Whenever possible we use these connections, both in Norway and in
Myanmar, to encourage stakeholders to continue to work to further strengthen the democratic development
of the country. Currently the political parties in Myanmar have worked hard to participate in the election. The
parties have created caucuses in the Parliament but have not yet reached the stage of looking into their own
organization and internal practices in terms of democracy. There are currently no actors working on these
issues and the Oslo Center has been invited by the parties and the international community to work specifically
on these topics: internal political democracy, democratic governing structures and processes, and internal
dispute mechanisms etc.
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NEPAL

Strengthening democracy through effective implementation of the new Constitution

The Oslo Center, in partnership with the Nepal Law Society, has been requested to support the Steering
Committee under the Ministry of Law and Justice by mapping and identifying legislation needed for the
newly implemented constitution.
In September 2015 Nepal promulgated a new constitution that established Nepal as a federal, secular and
democratic republic. The constitution has many progressive features, and has been referred to as being one
of the most inclusive and progressive constitutions in the world, with over thirty fundamental rights. Some of
these progressive features include rights to proportional and inclusive participation at all the state levels, equal
lineage rights without gender-based discrimination, and special rights to education, health, employment and
social security for women through affirmative actions.
Through the past six decades there have been several efforts in Nepal to establish a people’s constitution. For
the first time, the constitution was drafted and promulgated through a people’s representative Constituent
Assembly. The rights are extensive and cover new areas such as a right to food security, environment,
employment, health, education, the marginalized Dalits, women and senior citizens.
As the constitution is the fundamental political basis of the state, it is usually expected to be inclusive,
participatory, progressive and equal. Despite the length of time and resources devoted to it, the constitution
has not been completely able to reflect the highly diverse citizens of the country, especially in the context
of ensuring ethnic identity, federal boundaries and representation. The promulgation of the constitution
immediate lead to reactions among the groups that did not feel included in the fundamental document of
the country. The negotiations between the current government and these groups are ongoing and will have
to find a course that settles the issues that are dispute to be able to continue the implementation of the new
constitution in all parts of the country.
The government will need to keep working on implementing the fundamental rights enacted by the
Constitution within a deadline of September 2018. By this time hundreds of laws need to be reviewed or
written. The Oslo Center has extensive experience in providing technical support and advice in drafting legislation,
especially legislation related to political party laws in Somalia and Kenya.
In Nepal the Oslo Center will focus on strengthening the law making process for the smooth implementation
of the new constitution; promoting internal democracy within the political parties; and providing technical
assistance and support to ensure the fundamental structures of the democratic system in the country. In
collaboration with the National Democratic Institute (NDI), the Oslo Center will work on the political parties’
internal democracy and the issue of coalition building. The Oslo Center envisions implementing its global
experience and comparative knowledge to support and institutionalize the growing democracy in Nepal.
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UKRAINE

Cross party cooperation and coalition building

The war in Donbas region in eastern Ukraine is not exclusively a conflict between Russia and Ukraine. This
conflict could also have serious consequences for peace and stability for all of Europe. In this situation it is
important that Ukraine manages to develop robust, democratic political institutions and procedures capable
of gathering a majority behind major policy decisions.
A lack of experience of coalition government represents a significant challenge to cooperation between the
Ukrainian government and parliament to bring about orderly and predictable decisions. In cooperation with
National Democratic Institute (NDI) the Oslo Center is assisting leading MPs from the ruling coalition with
information and consultation on cooperation and good decision-making mechanisms within a government
coalition.
However, many parties are struggling to streamline their political work. An absence of updated and reviewed
laws and regulations is a major obstacle to implementing necessary reforms that meet the requirements for
effective decision-making mechanisms within a coalition. Representatives from the Oslo Center visited Kiev in
March 2015 on a fact finding mission. They met with representatives from various parties and leaders as well
as with NGOs and think tank representatives.
A study visit to Oslo was arranged in January 2016 with 7 members of the Ukrainian parliament belonging
to the ruling government coalition. The aim of the visit was for the MPs to get information from Norwegian
political parties, members of parliament and leaders from the government on the operation of coalitions.
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THE KYRGYZ REPUBLIC
Strengthening democratic processes and human rights

The Oslo Center was invited in as a partner in the Norwegian Helsinki Committee’s project on Freedom of
religion or belief (FoRB) in Central Asia in 2009. Since then the Oslo Center and NHC have cooperated on
holding workshops focusing on human rights and good governance.
The cooperation began in Kazakhstan, but due to the difficult conditions in the country, the focus shifted in
2012 to the Kyrgyz Republic, where the attitude is more open towards cooperation. The goal of the project is to
strengthen democratic institutions and practices in the Kyrgyz Republic, building on a previous narrower focus
on freedom of religion or belief. Our activities since 2014 have been based on invitations from the President’s
office. Our main partners in the country are the Department for Ethnic, Religious Policy and Interaction with
Civil Society at the President’s office, in addition to the former Vice President of Parliament, Asiya Sasykbaeva11.
There is a rich diversity of religious groups in the Kyrgyz Republic. Despite the fact that freedom of religion
or belief is fully secured in the country’s constitution of 2010, this post-Soviet country is struggling to achieve
this due to restrictive legislation on religious organizations, together with strict governmental control. Existing
restrictions in the law on religious organizations, adopted in 2009, limit the activities of all religious groups in
the country. However, religious minorities are particularly exposed, experiencing that their freedom of religion
or belief, freedom of assembly and freedom of speech are being restricted through this legislation.
In October 2013, a delegation of bureaucrats from the Department of Ethnic, Religious Policy and Interaction
with Civil Society and the State Commission on Religious Affairs (both under the President’s office) was invited
on a study trip to Oslo. The aim of this trip was for the participants to learn more about how Norway deals
with questions related to religion and politics and religious/ethnic minorities, as well as how the Norwegian
governmental actors are working on countering terrorism. In April 2014, we held a workshop for
parliamentarians on good governance and human rights, including FoRB.
In May 2015, we held a workshop for a working group in the Ministry of Education working on a new
curriculum on the history of religion for primary and secondary schools. Anne Sender from the Council on
Religions and Life Stance Communities contributed as an expert on inter-faith dialogues and cooperation in
Norway, as well as explaining how a religious minority (the Jews) has experienced the process in Norway with
the school subject of ‘Christianity, religions and life stance’. A follow-up workshop with this working group took
place in Bishkek in October 2015, in cooperation with NHC. This time we brought Ingvill Thorson Plesner from
the Norwegian Centre for Human Rights, focusing more on how to develop curricula and draft a textbook on
history of religion.
Through our meetings and workshops we have built trust and established a constructive relationship with our
partners in Bishkek, in particular with the President’s Office. Our partners have expressed gratitude for our
cooperation, and we have been invited to contribute in several other areas as well, the latest being curriculum
development. We are continuing our work in the Kyrgyz Republic. New workshops on human rights and good
governance are in the pipeline for the parliamentarians, in Bishkek and Oslo.

11 Until the Parliamentary Elections in October 2015.
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SUSTAINABLE MANGEMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Underpinning democracy and economic growth

In 2009, following an invitation from Mongolia’s political leaders, we started a program together with the
National Democratic Institute to promote a more constructive relationship between the coalition and the
opposition, and between the government and parliament.
The Oslo Center met with key stakeholders to develop best practice in coalition governance. In 2010 the Oslo
Center continued to work with parliamentarians, the opposition and government officials, and in 2011 we
renewed discussion on mechanisms of coalitions and political collaboration, as a part of wider discussions
on possible reform of the political, institutional and legal framework in Mongolia. Based on the discussions,
the recommendations for possible changes were presented in a report written in close partnership with
IDEA International. Oslo Center Senior Advisor Bjarte Tørå was in Mongolia in 2012 helping the Office of the
President to revise the political party legislative framework. He presented a report including recommendations
for further strengthening of political parties as democratic actors. During this visit the President expressed
interest in the Norwegian experience of managing natural resources. In early 2013 Kjell Magne Bondevik and
Einar Steensnæs made presentations on the subject to stakeholders in Ulanbataar.
In 2015, following an invitation from the President of Mongolia, the Oslo Center has agreed to conduct a joint
project with the International Cooperation Fund of Mongolia (ICF) to review the management of the mining
sector and extracting industries in Mongolia, Myanmar, Kyrgyz Republic, East Timor and Afghanistan. Many
developing countries and young democracies blessed with vast natural resources have a need for specific input
and advice concerning management arrangements, tax laws, and principles of transparency and regulations
to secure a fair share of profit between the operating companies and the state. When mismanagement and
corruption connected to the exploitation of natural resources are allowed to develop over time, it can easily
become a source of discontent, social unrest and even political turmoil.
The project aims to share Norway’s experience of managing the oil and gas industries and to share best
experience and practice from different countries, e.g. Norway, Australia and Canada. ICF and the Oslo Center
will co-host seminars and workshops and invite experts from different countries to explore and develop different
topics relevant to the challenge of setting up a framework for a well-functioning extractive industry. Three
workshops are planned for 2016: a workshop in Mongolia, a follow-up workshop in Myanmar and the third one
in the Kyrgyz Republic.
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THE UNIVERSAL CODE
OF CONDUCT ON HOLY SITES
Inter-religious efforts to protect holy sites

Many conflicts around the world cannot be solved unless special attention is paid to holy sites. Consequently,
there is a need for a mechanism to regulate and protect holy sites, and to help prevent and minimize conflicts.
A universally implemented Code of Conduct on Holy Sites has been developed through the joint work of
religious leaders, experts and other stakeholders worldwide and has won strong international support.
The Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights was invited by One World in Dialogue to become a partner in
this project, and they were later joined by Search for Common Ground and Religions for Peace. The partners
comprise extensive networks of religious leaders, institutions and organizations world-wide, as well as
competence in the field of peace dialogue, development issues, conflict sensitivity, inter-faith relations and
implementation of projects on the ground.
The Universal Code is used to promote peace, inter-religious cooperation and reconciliation between people of
different ethnic and religious communities and diverse nationalities. The best way to protect holy sites and to
test the viability of the Universal Code is to create field projects, based on all or part of the Universal Code, and
adapted to local situations. The field projects aim to transform the visions of the Universal Code into concrete
action. This has been our experience during field projects in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Israel/Palestine, Indonesia,
Nigeria, India and Sri Lanka. Implementation can take varied forms according to the local needs of the different
communities. It can include education, monitoring, documentation, joint visits and denunciations by local
leaders at attacked holy sites, contacts with media for information purposes, and liaison with the police and the
judiciary to ensure enforcement and follow up.
There is an increasing interest in running field projects. A two-year pilot project in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
under the auspices of its Inter-religious Council, was implemented in 2010-2012 to test the efficacy of the
Universal Code. The pilot’s achievements are reflected in a newly created system of reporting and recording of
desecrations, joint visits of religious leaders to sites, multi-religious condemnation followed by repairs to the
site and the active engagement of a range of stakeholders including police, media and municipality leaders.
Although our formal cooperation with the Bosnian Inter-religious Council has ended, they have continued the
project with funding from other sources. The pilot project in Israel and Palestine, followed up by Search for
Common Ground, Jerusalem, since its beginning in 2011 has developed a database on attacks, held conferences,
conducted educational activities and established partnerships with religious leaders’ institutions. Our goal is
that the field projects we have initiated become institutionalized in their locale through cooperation between
local religious leaders and institutions who take ownership of the process after the initial set-up has ended.
In effect, the Universal Code is a practical document that can be implemented in diverse ways in different
regions. It is used to promote peace, inter-religious cooperation and reconciliation between people of different
ethnic and religious backgrounds. In the places where we have implemented field projects, it has stimulated
inter-religious contact across local religious communities.
The Universal Code, translated into thirteen languages, provides a solid foundation for improving relationships and cooperation between local actors working to protect holy sites. A number of inter-faith networks,
religious communities and leaders worldwide have endorsed the Universal Code. Amongst others, it has been
approved and endorsed by the largest and most diverse inter-faith network of global religious leaders in the world
– Religions for Peace.
Another component is building support for the Universal Code among political authorities and other
stakeholders, in particular through the promotion of a Resolution in the UN General Assembly. To this end,
Bosnia-Herzegovina has confirmed that they will take the lead in promoting such a UN Resolution.
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Oslo Center publications, handbooks and guides

The Oslo Center with a vast experience democracy assistance through building of sustainable government
institutions, local ownership of reformation of systems and inclusivity in the processes as key to enable the
new governing bodies to work effectively the concept development program is an essential part in the Oslo
Center’s work.
To change a system implies more than a change of a legal framework but must be built on a locally owned
process leading up to change. Both when it comes to laws, regulations and the process where decision of
change is made. This requires a through dialogue as a mechanism where inclusive democracies combining
political competition and political cooperation are discussed and agreed upon. Such processes involve
dialogues built on consensus building and compromise between all actors in society. Only through dialogue
the strengthening of political trust can be reach. Which in the long term is the only means to reach long-term
stability for a country moving into a democratically rules nation.
In partnership with International IDEA and the Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy (NIMD), the
Oslo Center has developed a guide focusing on political party dialogue to assist practitioners in their work on
political development. Political Party Dialogue: A Facilitator’s Guide was launched in Stockholm, Nairobi,
Brussels, New York and Washington in 2015.
The Oslo Center believes that issue based political parties are important for democratic processes delivering
services to the people. In close collaboration with the National Democratic Institute (NDI), the Oslo Center in
2015 released “Coalitions: A Guide for Political Parties” and contributed to a research paper, “Political Parties
and Democracy in Theoretical and Practical Perspectives: Developing Party Policies”.
A handbook will be produced to capture the unique approach the Oslo Center is using in its work with young
democracies. This handbook will be a tool where the holistic approach, trust building, context familiarity,
inter- and intra- relations between national actors and networks, inclusion and transparency and gender
sensitivity will be key factors. The handbook will stress the Oslo Center’s fundamental believe in partnerships
built on equality with a constant dialogue where issues and considerations are taken into great consideration.
Only through such process the implementation of a new system can be achieved and trust can be built which is
needed for a sustainable democratic agenda.
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1. Meeting between Aung San Suu Kyi and Kjell Magne Bondevik in 1997 2. Former President of Iran Mohammad Khatami with Einar Steensnæs 3. Former
Prime Minister Ehud Barak and Kjell Magne Bondevik in meeting in Jerusalem 4. Former Director of the Carter Center John B. Hardman and Bondevik
signing an agreement between the two centres 5. Former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan appointed Bondevik as his Special Humanitarian Envoy to the
Horn of Africa 6. OC and NDI meeting with Democratic Party in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 2009 7. Former President of Finland Tarja Hallonen together with
Torbjørn Jagland, the first President of the Board of the Oslo Center at the official opening in 2006 8. Bondevik in meeting with politicians from Jordan on
Club de Madrid’s project Freedom of Association 9. Bondevik doing a TV interview in front of the UN building in New York 10. The first meeting in the Oslo
Center’s Board of Trustees in 2007

17
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13

18

14

19

10

15

20
16
11

11. Oslo Center staff spring cleaning of the garden around the office 12. First staff meeting with Kjell Magne Bondevik, Einar Steensnæs and Øistein
Mjærum preparing the founding of the center 13. Kjell Magne Bondevik, President of ODM-party Raila Odinga and other high level politicians from the
party 14. Kjell Magne Bondevik and Thorbjørn Jagland at official opening of the Oslo Center 31.08.2006 15. Oslo Center Founding Meeting 09.01.2006
16. OC facilitated the establishment of Female Muslim Leaders Network with the late Benazir Bhutto as elected leader 17. First office of the Oslo Center
18. Kjell Magne Bondevik and UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon 19. Kjell Magne Bondevik and Knut Vollebæk with Secretary Albright in New York 2007
20. Bondevik and former Prime Minister of Kenya Raila Odinga
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FORMER PROJECTS

UN MISSION TO THE
HORN OF AFRICA
Special Humanitarian Envoy to the region

In the beginning of 2006, severe drought threatened the lives of more than 8 million people in the Horn
of Africa. On 2 February UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan appointed Mr. Bondevik as his Special
Humanitarian Envoy to the region, in order to enhance the relief operation and facilitate much needed
international support.
A strong collective effort was developed throughout the year, and lifesaving help was brought to the
people in need. By and large, they survived the drought crisis (the fourth to hit the region in the last six years).
Nevertheless, the marginalized population in Eritrea, Ethiopia, Djibouti, Kenya and Somalia suffered yet
another severe setback.
Lack of water and grazing resources caused scores of vulnerable people, nomadic farmers or pastoralists, to
lose their livestock, or they were forced to sell off their assets in order to survive. When many people sell at
the same time, prices tend to fall, only to rise again when people are ready to start anew. Repeated drought
followed by heavy floods – as faced in Somalia, southern Ethiopia and northern Kenya in 2006 – trap the poor
in a vicious circle.
When considering the environmental pressures, the challenges of insecurity, human rights violations, unrest
and conflict, within and between the neighboring countries on the Horn, development becomes untenable for
already marginalized people, many of whom are forced to flee for their lives. In an environment of both climatic
and man-made crises, increased migration in turn causes increased tension in conflict affected areas. Many of
the poor end up depending on food aid, lacking the ability to be self-sufficient, much less to reap the benefits
of commercial agriculture or globalization.
While Mr. Bondevik’s mandate from the United Nations was strictly humanitarian, the Oslo Center for Peace
and Human Rights was closely following the overall developments in the Horn of Africa. The conflicts in
the region are interrelated, as are their humanitarian consequences. In his role as the voice of the United
Nations regarding the humanitarian situation in Eritrea, Mr. Bondevik continued to raise pertinent issues with the
parties involved.
During 2006, close cooperation with regard to the Horn of Africa was developed with the Norwegian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. In August, Mr. Geir Sjøberg, head of the Norwegian effort in Somalia and former UN Security
Council expert on the Horn of Africa, joined the Oslo Center as a special adviser. He supported Mr. Bondevik in
his function as UN envoy.
Six Countries and the United Nations adopt Road Map for Food Security
After the emergency response to the severe drought in the Horn of Africa in 2006 – where the lives of more than
8 million people were saved at the beginning of 2007 - the new UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon, extended
Mr. Bondevik’s mandate as special envoy. The task now was to lead the development of a road map for longer
term food security in the Horn of Africa region (Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia and Uganda).
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The Oslo Center then secured financial resources from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, enabling
the six Horn Countries to produce national reports outlining their respective needs and opportunities. These
reports were the outcome of stakeholder workshops in the six countries in the first half of 2007, supported by
the UN system in accordance with overall guidance provided by Mr. Bondevik.
Based on the national report, the six countries were invited to Nairobi in June 2007 with a view to sharing
experiences and to refocusing their collective attention on food security in the region. Under the stewardship
of Mr. Bondevik, high level representatives of the six governments and the heads of six UN country teams and
specialized agencies gathered around the table with the African Union, regional bodies, the international donor
community and financial institutions, non-governmental organizations and research institutes.
The constitutional process was concluded on 26 June by presenting an agreed road map for food security in
the Horn of Africa. It was a proud moment. The six countries pledged to continue to share experiences and
move forward together, and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Food Programme
(WFP) committed themselves to undertake advocacy at the international level. The mechanisms for change are
now in place: in order to realize their full potential, continued international attention will be required to bring
about the political will necessary for the marginalized groups to receive the help they need, the “transitional
investments” highlighted by the road map.
Mr. Bondevik and the Oslo Center formally completed the UN assignment for the Horn of Africa when
presenting the road map and debriefing the Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and the head of OCHA, John
Holmes, at the UN headquarters in New York in July 2007.
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DIALOGUE FOR RESPECT
AND UNDERSTANDING
The islamic world and the west

We are witnessing an increased polarization between the Islamic world and the West. The ground is
fertile for each to create enemy images, generalizations and stereotypes of one another. Political and military
actions have nurtured the polarization and turned discrepancies into violent conflicts. The lack of understanding and the frequent humiliation inflicted upon Muslim communities by “the West” have resulted in
deep resentment and misgivings about the way world politics functions. Incitements against the West by
persons and groups who claim to act in the name of Islam have further increased this polarization. Hard-line
elements on both sides of the divide exploit these rifts as justification for violence.
With a view to building bridges and transcending hostile images, a partnership was established between
the Foundation for Dialogue among Civilizations (FDC), headed by former president of Iran, Mohammed
Khatami, and the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights. In May 2007 this partnership was formalized by an
agreement between the two centers.
The initiative aimed at raising awareness in the West on how humiliating practices towards the Islamic world
can add to the religious, cultural and political divide and be used by elements of society in the Islamic world
seeking to escalate rather than reduce tension and conflict. On the other hand, extremism and terrorist attacks
have resulted in negative perceptions of Islam. The aim of this initiative was to try to regain the public opinion
from the extremists and engage in constructive dialogue. The initiative also aimed at including the gender
dimension, regarding both participation and addressing women’s rights and participation, in all its activities.
Together with our partners, we created meeting places for people of various religious faiths, political viewpoints
and national backgrounds. Relations were established and cultivated, and sensitive issues were brought up.
And after sessions of dialogue and debate, participants were able to express shared views on highly sensitive
matters relating to the role of religion, gender equality, human rights, faith and politics.
The Oslo Conference on Religion, Democracy and Extremism
As a first joint initiative, a conference was held in Oslo on 15 – 16 May 2007, with cooperation from Club de
Madrid. A diverse group of forty religious and political leaders, scholars and government officials from a range
of Muslim and Western countries participated. The conference had high-level international participation from
Bosnia, Chile, Iceland, Iran, Italy, Mauritius, Morocco, Norway, Pakistan, Palestine, Spain, Sudan, the United
States and Yemen. The conference received economic support from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
This opening conference was followed by several events in 2008:
April: How should the state relate to religion, and what role does religion play in the public sphere and in
influencing policy? A group consisting of 25 religious and political leaders and academics committed to
promoting inter-religious understanding, pluralism, respect for human rights and equality attended a
workshop on Religion and Politics in Geneva.
June: “Sharing experiences: Woman, Equality and Peace” was the title of a workshop organized in Oslo. The
participants created initiatives, policies and practices, in both the political and religious spheres, that could be
instrumental in ensuring equal participation of women.
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June: During Mohammed Khatami’s visit to the conference in Oslo, a dialogue seminar was organized jointly
with the International Summer School at the University of Oslo. Approximately 400 students from 90 countries
participated in the seminar about dialogue between cultures with Mr. Khatami and Mr. Bondevik.
October: Teheran provided a powerful symbolic context for the conference “Religion in the Modern World”.
Forty religious and political leaders, scholars and representatives of international organizations agreed on
a substantial statement with a very concrete plan of action, committing themselves to work for sustained
dialogue among and within religions and cultures.
October: Mr. Bondevik met with the President and the Supreme leader of Iran, together with a delegation from
the conference in Teheran. They discussed the importance of dialogue and the avoidance of conflict-orientated
rhetoric. Mr. Bondevik also brought up the human rights violations in Iran. The Oslo Center also met with
defenders of human rights and a women’s rights movement.
We succeeded in obtaining common statements from all the conferences and workshops, focusing on
common values between the West and the Muslim world and how to use this platform to mobilize for
reconciliation and peace.
Although it is difficult to measure what has been achieved so far, the project can be seen as a contribution to
the various international dialogue initiatives, adding value by bringing influential politicians into a much needed
dialogue on religion, tolerance, diversity, human rights and democracy.
The project concluded at the end of 2008.
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RELIGION AND DEVELOPMENT
Greater expertize needed on how religion influences societal development

Religion is one of several significant dimensions for understanding the conduct of a Jewish settler or rage
among Pakistani Muslims over a drawing of the Prophet Mohammed in a Norwegian newspaper. The project
on Religion and Development focused on knowledge, and addressed the nexus between religion and political
dynamics.
The project on Religion and Development was initiated as a response from the Minister of Development,
Erik Solheim, to the challenge of taking religion more seriously in Norwegian foreign policy. In an article in a
Norwegian newspaper, the Minister called for increased knowledge among Norwegian diplomats and aid
workers of the religious dimension in contexts where Norway is involved. Moreover, he emphasized the
relationship between solid contextual knowledge and a more effective development policy. In December 2010
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs selected the Oslo Center to carry out the project Religion and Development,
starting from January 2011. The aim of the project is twofold: increased knowledge and competences around
the nexus between religion and development on the one hand, and engaged, yet nuanced, public debates on
the issues on the other.
Three main areas
Religion and development are broad notions that contain a wide range of issues and concerns. We chose
to highlight three main areas, all vital parts of Norwegian development policy and all involving a number of
essential and widely debated issues in Norwegian and international discourses:
•

Religion, conflict, peace and reconciliation

•

Religion, democracy and human rights

•

Religion, modernity and economic growth

Public meetings
The project was launched in March 2011 in a public meeting, with the Minister of Development attending
together with the project’s reference group of 15 scholars, experts and practitioners. The first of two public
meetings in 2011 was held in Stavanger, the regional capital of the south-west of Norway. The debate
covered matters of principle and pinpointed the relationship between the state as a donor and Norwegian
missionary organizations’ roles on the ground in countries in Africa and Asia. The city of Tromsø hosted a second
meeting on a complex and challenging issue: religion, conflict and reconciliation. A third public meeting in
March 2012 in Oslo covered themes relating to religion, human rights and democracy. Both the Norwegian
Foreign Minister at the time, Jonas Gahr Støre, and the former High Commissioner on National Minorities of
OSCE, Knut Vollebæk, participated in the meeting. The final seminar on religion and economic growth was held
in Bergen in May 2012. At the end of the project period (September 2012) the Oslo Center submitted a final
report with policy recommendations to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs regarding new approaches to religion and
development.
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The final report sums up experiences and findings from the project, in addition to presenting several articles
on different challenges within the comprehensive theme of religion and development. It also contains interviews with ambassadors, researchers and other stakeholders, and concrete recommendations regarding new
approaches to religion and development.
The Oslo Center concludes that religion has to be taken seriously and that we need to raise awareness of
religion’s organizational and social dimensions within state administrations. The report produced in this
project shows increasing debates and conflicts at the UN, where conservative religious actors actively counteracts
human rights, in particular women’s human rights. Norway needs to build a greater expertise on religion
among development workers and diplomats. This requires, first, a basic understanding of religions and the
relationship between religion and society, and second, a more specific and contextual knowledge for those
involved in areas where religion influences societal development.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
REPORT ON ERITREA
Report on abuses of human rights in Eritrea

During Kjell Magne Bondevik’s term as UN Special Humanitarian Envoy to the Horn of Africa, he gained a
comprehensive understanding of the situation in Eritrea, especially regarding human rights. After his last
meeting with President Isaias Afewerki about the humanitarian situation, he had a tete-a-tete conversation
with him about human rights.
Based on this experience and knowledge, the Oslo Center decided to publish a report on the human rights
situation in Eritrea. Professor Kjetil Tronvoll launched the report in 2009, and it was presented to international
organizations and political institutions in Africa, Europe and USA. The report served as an important reference
document when the United Nations and others discussed the human rights situation in Eritrea. Importantly,
the report recommended to the international community to establish a UN special rapporteur for Eritrea. This
recommendation was acted upon three years later, in June 2012, when the UN Human Rights Council adopted
by consensus a substantive resolution on the situation in Eritrea and appointed a special rapporteur. This was
the first time that the world community had addressed human rights in Eritrea via a country specific decision.
Since then, the special rapporteur has submitted updated findings to the UN, which in 2014 also set up a
special Commission of Inquiry on Eritrea in light of the reported situation in the country.
The main findings in the report were:
• Fifteen years after Eritrea gained its independence, the country was listed among the most totalitarian
regimes in the world.
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•

With reference to the unresolved conflict with Ethiopia, the constitutional framework and human rights
were generally suspended. No form of political opposition was allowed. Organized religion other than the
approved Christian churches and Sunni Islam has been strictly prohibited since 2002. The domestic
human rights context compelled large numbers of Eritrea’s young people to flee the country, seeking 		
asylum and better prospects abroad.

•

In view of the tragic situation for the people of Eritrea and the fact that the country was so isolated from
the outside world, the Oslo Center’s report aimed to stimulate dialogue between the Eritrean government
and the main international actors on the human rights situation.

•

The evidence and analysis contained in the report was deeply disturbing: Eritrea was actively committing
crimes against humanity against its own people.

Further concrete findings presented in the report were:
Quelling of dissenting voices
• Eritrea is the only country in Africa that has no privately owned newspapers, journals or media outlets.
By the end of 2001, all dissenting voices demanding democratic reform in Eritrea were quelled; either
arrested, driven into exile, or cowed into silence. The nascent Eritrean civil society and independent press
were shut down; their spokespersons, journalists and editors arrested. Henceforth, no opposition or 		
alternative voices have been allowed inside the country. Today in Eritrea, it is forbidden for any group of
more than seven people to assemble without approval by the government.
•

In rulings by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights and the UN Working Group on
Arbitrary Detention, the arrest of Eritrean journalists and dissenters has been severely criticized as
unlawful and in breach of international human rights obligations that the Eritrean government
has ratified.

Prison conditions, torture and extrajudicial killings
• Thousands of Eritreans were languishing in ‘secret’ detention camps throughout the country; government
critics, veteran liberation fighters, civil servants, peasants, students, journalists, and religious believers
alike. Estimates of the number of political prisoners, provided by Eritrean refugees and exiled civil society
representatives, varied between 10,000 and 30,000.
•

Former detainees shared stories of various types of torture and inhumane treatment inflicted upon 		
them with or without a specific reason given. Despite the widespread reports of systematic torture 		
in Eritrea, committed by police, army, intelligence, party and government officials, no known action has
been taken to punish the perpetrators of torture and abuse.

Vulnerable groups specially targeted
• Against the backdrop of a widespread, and at times arbitrary, detention policy, certain groups were
identified as particularly vulnerable to arrest and governmental harassment. This study identified
national service personnel, adherents of prohibited churches and religious organizations, individuals from
the Kunama minority group, forcibly returned refugees, journalists and other defenders of human rights,
as well as government party dissenters, as being particularly prone to arrest.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

CLUB
DE MADRID

Unique collaboration between former Presidents and Prime Ministers

The Club de Madrid (CdM) is the world’s largest assembly of former Presidents and Prime Ministers, who
act globally by voluntarily bringing their unparalleled political insight and experience and unswerving
commitment to excellence to support current leaders as they address the challenges of today and tomorrow.
By drawing on the unique credibility, experience, resources and convening power of the Members, they can
make an impact in many different settings.
The unique membership is made up of more than 100 former democratic heads of state and government from
about 60 countries. Members only represent their personal and proven experience and commitment and not
their countries. Being former heads of state and government, the members are not politically constrained but
have years of political experience at the highest level and are mindful of the pressures faced by current leaders.
The CdM works not only with governments but also with inter-governmental and civil society organizations,
scholars and business representatives, building bridges amongst them and fostering dialogue that generates
social and political change. The main goal of the work is to contribute to “democracy that delivers”.
The CdM responds to a growing demand for leader-to-leader action of two main lines: improving leadership
and democratic governance on the one hand, and diplomacy and crisis response on the other. Both types of
action are addressed to the common objective of building functional, inclusive societies and preventing or
resolving political conflicts. These challenges also present themselves in a variety of settings - regional,
national or international - and require a wide array of responses.
CdM works through workshops and conferences on relevant topics and by missions to countries with democratic challenges.
Kjell Magne Bondevik has been an active member since 2006, and member of the Board for two terms. He has
participated in several conferences and workshops. He has also been a member of missions, especially in the
framework of the shared societies program in countries such as Morocco, Egypt, Jordan, Kenya, Somalia and
Uganda. The Oslo Center and CdM have cooperated on common missions to Myanmar.
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NORTH KOREA
– FAILURE TO PROTECT
The ongoing challenge of North Korea

The human rights situation in North Korea has been grim for decades. In 2006 the Oslo Center helped
finalize and launch the report ”Failure to protect: A call for the UN Security Council to Act in North Korea”.
Kjell Magne Bondevik was co-author of the report, together with the former president of the Czech Republic
Václav Havel and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Elie Wiesel.
The report, produced in cooperation with the global law firm DLA Piper and the US Committee for Human
Rights in North Korea, applies the “Responsibility to Protect” doctrine adopted by the UN Security Council
in 2006 to the situation in North Korea. The report recommended that the UN Security Council adopted a
non-punitive resolution urging open access to North Korea for humanitarian relief, the release of political
prisoners, access for the Special Rapporteur, and engagement by the UN. The report was well received in the
international and Norwegian media and it was seen as a small but important contribution to the debate about
the political and humanitarian situation in North Korea. The Oslo Center also participated in conferences where
the aim was to increase the emphasis on human rights and humanitarian problems in North Korea.
The Oslo Center continued its advocacy work to improve the situation in North Korea, and in 2008 an updated
version of the report was published. The new report made concrete recommendations on how to strengthen
the UN annual resolution on North Korea’s human rights situation.
The UN has engaged more in the North Korea issue in recent years and has adopted resolutions very much in
accordance with the recommendations in this report.
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KURDISH
- TURKISH DIALOGUE

Dialogue between the Turkish government and the Kurds

In 2007 Kjell Magne Bondevik and former Prime Minister Torbjørn Jagland (then President of the Board
of the Oslo Center) were engaged in facilitating Kurdish-Turkish dialogue in order to contribute to a peace
agreement. Chief of staff at the OC at that time, Øistein Mjærum, participated also at some of the meetings.
All meetings and contacts were strictly confidential and secret.
Mr. Jagland and Mr. Bondevik established indirect contact between Prime Minister Erdogan and the
Kurdish political party Kongra-Gel and the PKK’s leaders. The dialogue initially started with meeting
Mr. Erdogan in 2006, followed by phone conferences in 2006, 2007 and 2008 between the Oslo Center and high
level representatives on the Turkish side, and with Kongra-Gel, which had contacts with the PKK. The overall aim of the conversations was to improve relations between the government and the Kurds. During these
conversations Kongra-Gel focused on the need to make amendments to the Turkish Constitution, recognizing
the rights of the Kurds and releasing political prisoners. The Turkish side emphasized the importance of the PKK
renouncing violence and to disarm. PKK indicated a willingness to do so if Turkey would stop their military
actions, and an acceptable political solution was found.
In 2007, the Oslo Center succeeded in bringing the parties together for a meeting in Brussels. Confidence
building measures were discussed, for instance better prison conditions for Abdullah Øcalan, direct
contact between Turkey and Øcalan, an end to military actions, and a change in rhetoric/language. Both parties
described the meeting as “not bad”. In the aftermath of these meetings the Oslo Center experienced a
mutual lack of confidence between the parties. There were no substantial steps forward, but the meeting was
important, being the first high-level direct contact between the opposing parties.
It is important to be aware of the three political environments: PKK, primarily operating in the mountains,
Kongra-Gel in the diaspora, and people active in Turkish society, including members of Parliament.
Kongra-Gel had frequent contact with the PKK’s leaders in the mountains; they were informed about and
supported the efforts towards dialogue with the Turkish government.
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At the request of Mr. Erdogan, two letters were written by the PKK (in the mountains)/Kongra-Gel to the Turkish
side about PKK’s readiness to take part in a dialogue. Dates and places for a meeting in Norway between the
parties were agreed, but were cancelled at a later stage.
In 2008, Mr. Bondevik was informed that there was contact between the parties, also through international
Humanitarian Dialogue in Geneva. One meeting was held in Oslo. We were informed by the Turkish side that
they did not achieve the expected outcome. In September 2009, the Executive Director of the Oslo Center
Simon Rye and Mr. Bondevik had a meeting with leaders of Kongra-Gel in Brussels. They summed up what
had happened so far, and also discussed the efforts through the Center for Humanitarian Dialogue channel.
In March 2013 direct contact was announced between the Turkish Government and the imprisoned PKK leader
Abdullah Øcalan, something that was seen as a breakthrough that created a space for dialogue. We do not
know how these talks proceeded, but we were informed that other leaders from PKK/Kongra-Gel were not
involved, which of course made it difficult both for Øcalan and for PKK as such to assess the situation and to
make decisions.
Gradually we realized that the Turkish side was becoming less interested in a negotiated solution, but wanted
to keep necessary control by military means and via huge economic investments in the Kurdish areas. We
regret that there has not been a peaceful solution and that the relationship between the parties is deteriorating.
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THE OSLO CENTER
US FOUNDATION (OCUSF)
Oslo Center in the US

In September 2008 the Oslo Center initiated a foundation in the United States. The mission of this
Minneapolis-based foundation is to promote peace and human rights through support of particular projects
and programs initiated by the foundation itself, The Oslo Center, or other organizations and individuals.
According to its constitution, the foundation will also identify funding resources, collect contributions, and
maintain funds in support of project work undertaken by the two organizations. Contributions to OCUSF are
tax-deductible in the United States.
The first Board of Directors was chaired by former US ambassador to Norway, Tom Loftus. The current Chair is
Jack Tunheim. Orlyn Kringstad has been the Executive Director of the OCUSF Board from the outset.

Chair of the Board
John R. Tunheim
and Executive Director
Orlyn Kringstad
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OSLO CENTER’S
ANNUAL SEMINARS
Focus on democracy assistance

The Oslo Center with a vast experience democracy assistance through building of sustainable government
institutions, local ownership of reformation of systems and inclusivity in the processes as key to enable the
new governing bodies to work effectively the concept development program is an essential part in the Oslo
Center’s work.
Through its annual seminars, the Oslo Center has highlighted different issues ranging from how to mobilize/
use cultural and religious values in the work for peace and reconciliation, to democracy building in a turbulent
world. The themes for the annual seminars have mostly been focused around democracy and democracy
assistance in recent years, in line with the development of the Oslo Center’s strategy. Former Nobel Laureates,
former state leaders and other international leaders have been keynote speakers.
2007 – Hans Blix and Vigdis Finnbogadottir
2008 – Jan Egeland
2009 – Kofi Annan
2010 – Shirin Ebadi
2011 – Frederik W. de Klerk and Thabo Mbeki
2012 – Wim Kok, Paavo Lipponen (In cooperation with Partnership for Change)
2013 – Swanee Hunt (In cooperation with Partnership for Change)
2014 – Vaira Vike-Freiberga
2015 – Lech Walesa
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GREETINGS

MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
By Minister of Foreign Affairs, Børge Brende

Since it was founded ten years ago, the Oslo Center for Peace and Human rights has established itself
as a trusted and valuable partner in efforts to promote peace and democracy. The Center has won welldeserved recognition for its ability to combine knowledge of local contexts with thematic expertise
and political support.
From the Balkans to the Horn of Africa and the Kyrgyz Republic, the Oslo Center and the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs have cooperated closely on peace, reconciliation, protection of minorities, democracy support and
inter-religious dialogue. These are all key factors for ensuring lasting peace and stability.
I would particularly like to commend the Center’s support to the governments, parliaments and political
parties in Kenya and Somalia in developing multi-party systems. The project illustrates the positive effect of
local ownership combined with long-term assistance by experts who know the country well.
More than ever, we need voices that defend fundamental rights and promote inclusion and democracy. The
Oslo Center is such a voice.

Børge Brende
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NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC
INSTITUTE
By President Ken Wollack

On behalf of the National Democratic Institute (NDI), it is my honor to recognize the Oslo Center for Peace
and Human Rights on its 10th anniversary.
As part of a small club of non-governmental, non-partisan organizations dedicated to strengthening
democratic institutions and practices, NDI and the Oslo Center share a common mission – to advance human
development so that people can meaningfully participate in the political process, and governments are not only
effective and accountable, but ensure that fundamental rights are protected for all. NDI and the Oslo Center
have close personal and professional bonds, and a shared commitment to providing democracy assistance
through dialogue, global exchanges of ideas and mutual respect.
For almost 10 years, NDI has been an active partner with the Oslo Center, signing a Memorandum of
Understanding in 2008. Since that time, the two organizations have worked together in countries such as
Kenya, Pakistan, Morocco, Somalia, Afghanistan, Mongolia, Nepal and Ukraine. NDI has benefitted from the
leadership of Oslo Center President Kjell Bondevick, who has led international election observers to Pakistan’s
national elections in 2013, and has served as a facilitator with political parties on issues of coalition building
and conflict prevention.
Sharing the belief that political parties are a cornerstone of representative democracy, the two organizations
have collaborated on important training tools, such as the handbook, “Coalitions: A Guide for Political Parties”
and serve as organizers of the “Political Party Peer Network” – a global network of party assistance providers.
We have benefitted mutually from a talented group of staff who once served as senior NDI representatives
around the globe, and who now proudly represent the Oslo Center in Norway. Bjarte Tora, John Lovdal and
Cecilia Bylesjo embody the principals and best practices of both organizations.
As we face the challenges to democracy around the globe, NDI is proud to carry on its work, side by side, with
our Norwegian colleagues at the Oslo Center. We look forward to another 10 years as partners.

Sincerely,
Ken Wollack
President
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INTERNATIONAL
IDEA
By Secretary General Yves Leterme

On behalf of International IDEA, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the Oslo Center for
Peace and Human Rights on its ten-year anniversary.
We are proud to count the Oslo Center among our close partners. During its ten years of existence, the
Oslo Center has consolidated its key role as an independent, non-partisan organization playing a key role in
providing democracy assistance in fragile states and vulnerable democracies and in strengthening democratic
political institutions and processes in countries as diverse as Somalia, Kenya, Kyrgyz Republic and Myanmar.
I laud the approach of the Oslo Center in creating a relevant convening platform and for sharing good practices in democracy promotion and peace building with a human rights perspective, building on the experience
and knowledge of its leadership, staff, members and partners as well as experts, change agents and political
actors around the world.
International IDEA in many ways considers the Oslo Center a sister organization: we share a similar vision of
democracy building and we are proud to have partnered with the Oslo Center on a number of key initiatives.
In 2012, our organization published a joint publication on Political Party Dialogue: a Practitioners’ Guide, which
describes good practices in political party dialogue in different parts of the world, building on our organizations’
experience in this field. We are also deeply grateful for the support of the Oslo Center to our work in Kenya in
building the capacity of the Office of the Registrar of Political Parties and in assisting the Kenyan government
to develop electoral regulations. I am also grateful for the close cooperation that our two institutions achieved
in South Sudan back in 2013.
I would like to end this greeting by thanking Kjell Magne Bondevik for his excellent leadership of the Oslo
Center during the past ten years. Your vision and commitment have been key not only for the Oslo Center, but
for all peer organizations working on democracy assistance all over the world. These are turbulent times for
democracy and our task is challenging. Recent developments such as the rise of violent conflict and terrorism
present a serious threat to democratic progress. They threaten the foundations of mature democracies and
render more fragile the democratic progress of countries having undergone recent transitions to democracy.
The Arab Uprisings have largely stalled, as many new regimes in the region struggle to achieve their democratic aspirations, while the pace of reforms in other countries remains slow. Violent conflict has triggered a
historic migration of people that challenges mature and emerging democracies alike. Economic insecurity and
deepening economic inequality also pose a threat to democratic advances and call into question the ability of
democratic institutions to effectively respond to these challenges.
These developments illustrate the challenges of building robust democracies, and show that democratic
progress is not always a linear process, and can be subject to stalling or reversal. Even in mature democracies,
democracy can corrode if it is not adequately nurtured.
In this context, the contribution of organizations like ours is more important than ever, as is our unwavering
belief in and support to sustainable democracy around the world.
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Yves Leterme

HOUSE OF THE
PEOPLE OF THE SOMALI
FEDERAL PARLIAMENT
By Speaker H. E. Hon Mohammad Osman Jawari.

Photo: Espen Røst /
Bistandsaktuelt

Dear Honorable Excellence,
It is with great pleasure that I am sending these greetings to my dear colleagues and friends of the Oslo Center
for Peace and Human Rights on the occasion of their 10th anniversary. For ten years now the Oslo Center for
Peace and Human Rights is engaged in its noble course of assisting democratization in many countries around
the world. This is indeed reason to congratulate and celebrate.
As for the activities of the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights in my country, Somalia, I must say that I am
very grateful for the generous support we received. When I took office as Speaker of the House of the People
of the Somali Federal Parliament on 20th of August 2012, we faced tremendous challenges. In fact, after two
decades of civil war and government collapse, we basically had to rebuild a new Parliament for the Somali
people from scratch. Today we have a functioning Parliament with offices, staff and adequate parliamentary
procedures. During its first term of office, the House of the People sitting as unicameral Federal Parliament
solved many critical political issues, passed more than 30 laws deliberated as many parliamentary resolutions.
This would not have been possible without the support of our partners and friends. Among these partners and
friends, the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights played a very important role. The Oslo Center for Peace
and Human Rights supported the Federal Parliament generally as well as my office in particular with valuable
advice channeled through highly qualified researchers and practitioners. Without this advice many important
parliamentary procedures could not have been established and many important laws not been passed.
I am very grateful also for the kind reception all our Committee Chairs and I received in Norway upon invitation
of the Oslo Center for Peace and Human rights. I believe it served us a newly elected Parliamentarians very
well to get introduced to the procedures of a well-established parliamentarian democracy as the people of
Norway have the privilege to enjoy.
More specifically maybe, the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights supported the Ad-Hoc
Committee for Political Parties in developing the legal framework for a new multi-party political system in
the country and trained political associations aspirants in order to allow them to develop their own internal
organization and procedures so as to become fully fledged political parties in the future. It is my strong believe, that
Somalia will only be able to be stabilized when transformed again into a fully fledged democracy, which allows
for competition based on political ideas and visions instead of competition of military force. In this respect,
support to Somalia´s democratization process is a very important, if not the most important aspect of the
Somali peace process. Therefore, the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights engagement in Somalia
fulfilled the double purpose, which form also the key goals of the Center: to support democratization and to
support peace building.
All this could not have been achieved without the great work and commitment of the project team of the Oslo
Center for Peace and Human Rights. It was indeed a great pleasure to work with this highly qualified and
passionate team.
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Based on my very positive experience of working together with the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights,
I can only hope that we will have the chance for even closer relations and cooperation in the future. The Oslo
Center for Peace and Human Rights valuable contributions are very much needed in Somalia and highly
appreciated. But I am sure it will be needed also in other parts of the world. I therefore wish the Oslo Center for
Peace and Human Rights all the very best for the future and for many years to come for its important work to
support peace building, democratization and to promote Human Rights around the globe.

H. E. Hon Mohammad Osman Jawari
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CLUB DE MADRID
By Secretary General Carlos Westendorp

For the Club de Madrid it has been a pleasure to cooperate closely with the Oslo Center for Peace and
Human Rights under the leadership of one of our most active Members, former Prime Minister of Norway
Kjell Magne Bondevik.
A good example of this partnership was how the Club of Madrid and the Oslo Center for Peace and Human
Rights worked together with the Foundation for Dialogue among Civilizations led by former President of Iran
Seyyed Mohammad Khatami in a seminal two-year program supported by the Norwegian Government to
improve leadership on issues of interreligious dialogue, identity, and democratic development in 2007-2008.
The final conference on “Religion in the Modern World,” convened in Tehran on 12-14 October 2008 brought
together forty eminent religious and political leaders, scholars and representatives of international
organizations including ten Members of the Club de Madrid. This meeting was the fifth in a series of dialogues
in which we cooperated beginning with a seminar on “Religion, Democracy, and Extremism” held in Oslo in
May 2007, and followed by three thematic workshops on “Extremism and Tolerance,” “Politics and Religion”
and “Women, Equality and Peace.”
At a time when financial crises and violence by state and non-state actors threatened to exacerbate divisions
in and between societies the leaders involved in this dialogue process called for urgent action in response to
expectations across the world for new vision and leadership. They identified initiatives for the management
of diversity and dialogue among and within cultures and religions to reduce tensions. As the final Teheran
declaration clearly highlighted: “The exercise of power has too often given rise to concerns about application
of double standards, rather than justice, fairness and compassion. In the absence of a moral compass, the
problems will prove intractable. A reassertion of ethical values is needed to deal with the problems of inequality
and poverty, climate change, denial of human dignity, rights and freedoms, weapons of mass destruction and
increasing suspicions, fear, polarization and violence.”
In pursuing our joint objective of working for a democracy that delivers with full respect for the human rights
of its citizens, we have collaborated with the Oslo Center in countries of the Horn of Africa, Kyrgyzstan or
Myanmar/Burma. The strong commitment of the Oslo Center and Prime Minister Bondevik with a democratic
transition in this South East Asian country was a continued positive influence for the Club de Madrid support
to this demand. From the times in which we worked closely calling for a release of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and
other political prisoners to the projects in which we have provided Myanmar leaders with expertise and support
for the current democratic transition process which have culminated for the moment in the new Government
led by the National League for Democracy.
In this special year for the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights, the Club de Madrid would like to
congratulate you for the good work already developed and for being an excellent partner in our joint
endeavours. We look forward to continue our efforts in the next ten years and the following ones.

Carlos Westendorp
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CALENDARIUM
2006
-

Mr. Bondevik appointed as Special Humanitarian Envoy to The Horn of Africa

-

Promoting human rights in North Korea and launch of report

-

Promoting human rights in Burma/Myanmar

-

Promoting Intercultural and inter-religious dialogue; Mr. Bondevik becomes member
of Inter-Faith Action for Africa

-

Mr. Bondevik becomes member of Club de Madrid (CdM); joined the
“Dialogue on Democratic Values in the Arab World” as the first of many CdM activities

-

Health and Human Rights Programs on HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa and
Neuroscience Advocacy Alliance were initiated

2007
-

Partnership with former President of Iran Khatami, and his Foundation for Dialogue among Civilizations

-

Supporting the CdM project; Democratic Dialogue and Freedom of Association in the Arab World

-

Counseling political parties and presidential candidates in Kenya, in cooperation with NDI

-

Supporting the establishment of the Forum for Muslim Women for Democracy and Human Rights

-

Initiating the campaign A Mother’s Cry for a Healthy Africa

-

Continuing the UN Mission for the Horn of Africa

-

Promoting Human Rights in Burma/Myanmar and North Korea

-

Combating HIV/AIDS through religious groups, the African Religious Health Assets Program

2008
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-

A strengthened focus on dialogue for peace and inter-religious dialogue

-

Started to work on the project Code on Holy Sites in cooperation with “One World in Dialogue”

-

Political Coalition Building in Kenya and Somalia in cooperation with NDI

-

Democratic Dialogue and Freedom of Association (supporting CdM project)

-

Promoting human rights in Burma

-

Promoting human rights in North Korea and launch of second human rights report, organized by DLA Piper

-

Fact finding mission to Cuba

-

Following up the CdM project, African women’s leadership

-

Oslo Center hosted an event for celebration of 60th anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

-

Oslo Center for US Foundation established

2009
-

First draft of the Code on Holy sites

-

Cooperation with Khatami’s Foundation on hold due to the political situation

-

Political coalition-building activities in Somalia, Kenya, Mongolia together with NDI

-

Promoting human rights in North Korea and Burma

-

Launch of human rights report on Eritrea

-

Established cooperation with the Norwegian Helsinki Committee on freedom
of religion or belief in Kazakhstan

2010
-

Promoting human rights in Burma

-

Promoting human rights in Eritrea; continued to promote the report

-

Talks with the government of Kazakhstan on human rights, especially focusing on
freedom of religion and religious minorities, as well as launch of report on freedom of religion.

-

Democracy and coalition building activities in Kenya, Somalia and Mongolia

-

Additional human resources are devoted to the Code on Holy Sites project

-

Endorsements from religious leaders of the universal Code on Holy Sites and
establishment of a pilot in Bosnia-Herzegovina

-

Cooperation with Nobel Laureate Shirin Ebadi on rights of the child and juvenile executions

2011
-

A year of transition, focusing more on democracy support

-

Democracy support in Kenya

-

Initiatives on democracy support in Afghanistan, Mongolia, Somalia and South Sudan

-

Concept development in partnership with International IDEA on political party mechanisms

-

Promoting human rights in Burma

-

Continued work on freedom of religion or belief in Kazakhstan in partnership with the
Norwegian Helsinki Committee

-

Fact-finding mission to Kenya on children’s rights

-

Pre-study on juvenile executions with Ebadi and Defenders of Human Rights Center finalized

-

Continued efforts to make the universal Code on Holy Sites acceptable for all major faiths

-

Beginning of Oslo Center’s lunchtime seminars

-

Started to work on the Martine case

-

New offices in Øvre Slottsgate 11

2012
-

Oslo Center started to work on the new strategy emphasizing democracy assistance

-

Democracy assistance in Kenya

-

Democracy assistance in Somalia

-

Started to work with Youth dialogue in South Sudan

-

Assessment in Mongolia on democracy support

-

Afghanistan, political party intra-institutional capacity building in collaboration with
National Democratic Institute

-

Afghanistan, assisting the main coalition initiatives on coalition building in collaboration with
National Democratic Institute

-

Concept development in partnership with International IDEA and the development of a
handbook on political party dialogue
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-

Promoting human rights in Burma; identifying local partners for youth dialogue

-

Submitted and finalized the report on Religion and Development

-

Mapping the situation on children’s rights in Kenya, focusing on juvenile justice

-

Continued the work on freedom of religion or belief, focusing on the Kyrgyz Republic

-

Strategic partnership with Partnership for Change

-

Hosting a dialogue meeting with Daw Aung San Suu Kyi when she came to Oslo for her
Nobel Peace Prize speech

2013
-

New strategy approved by the board, defining democracy assistance as Oslo Center’s core work

-

Democracy assistance in Somalia

-

Youth dialogue in South Sudan

-

Democracy assistance in Kenya

-

Youth dialogue in Burma

-

Concept development – launched The Political Party Dialogue: A Facilitator’s Guide,
in partnership with International IDEA and the Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy

-

Continued work on freedom of religion or belief in the Kyrgyz Republic in partnership with the
Norwegian Helsinki Committee and the Stefanus Alliance

-

Establishing a pilot on juvenile justice in Kisumu, Kenya

-

Promoting the universal code of conduct on holy sites in partnership with One World in Dialogue,
Religions for Peace and Search for Common Ground; held consultations with delegations at
the UN to develop a UN resolution in the spirit of the code

2014
-

Continued projects on democracy assistance in Somalia and Kenya

-

Continued pilot project on Juvenile Jstice in Kisumu, Kenya

-

Youth dialogue in South Sudan and Burma, the latter in partnership with the Norwegian Burma Committee

-

Continued cooperation with the Norwegian Helsinki Committee on good governance and
promoting human rights in the Kyrgyz Republic

-

Continued work on developing a UN resolution in the spirit of the universal Code of conduct on Holy Sites

-

A fact-finding mission to Nepal on democracy assistance

-

Human rights workshop with parliamentarians in Egypt in cooperation with First Step Forum

-

Nobel Laureate Malala Yousafzai visited Oslo twice; Oslo Center hosted the first visit in
June in cooperation with the 14th August Committee

2015
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-

Continued projects on democracy assistance in Somalia and Kenya

-

Initiated a pilot project on Peace and Co-existence in the coast region in Kenya

-

Last phase of the pilot project on juvenile justice in Kenya

-

Continued work on youth dialogue in South Sudan and Burma

-

Fact-finding missions to Nepal and South Sudan

-

Concept development, “Coalitions: A Guide for Political Parties”

-

Continued cooperation with the Norwegian Helsinki Committee on good governance and
promoting human rights in the Kyrgyz Republic

-

Bosnia-Herzegovina agrees to lead the work on developing a UN resolution in the spirit of the
universal Code of Conduct on Holy Sites

ORGANIZATION

STAFF 2016
Kjell Magne Bondevik, President
Mr. Bondevik is the founder and president of the Oslo Center for Peace and Human
Rights. He was Prime Minister of Norway 1997-2000 and 2001-2005. He has also been
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Minister of Church and Education. He was a member of
the Norwegian Parliament from 1973-2005. Mr. Bondevik served as the UN SecretaryGeneral’s Special Envoy to the Horn of Africa in 2006-2007. Mr. Bondevik holds the degree
of Cand.Theol. and was ordained as a priest in the Lutheran Church of Norway in 1979.
Tore Torstad, Executive Director
Mr. Torstad is the Executive Director of the Oslo Center. He has long and diverse experience
within leadership and project management in Norway as well as internationally. Mr.
Torstad has worked for The International Red Cross in Bosnia-Herzegovina and he was
the Secretary-General of The Norwegian Guide and Scout Association from 2002 to 2007.
Before Mr. Torstad took up his position at the Oslo Center, he worked for Norwegian
Church Aid in Sudan and South Sudan for five years, three of these as the Executive
Director of their programme.
Einar Steensnæs, Senior Advisor
Mr. Steensnæs is the former Executive Director at the Oslo Center. From 2009 he has
had a supporting role in different projects and represents the Oslo Center in some
cooperating organizations. Mr. Steensnæs has had a long career in Norwegian politics,
having been Minister of Education and Research (1989-90) and Minister of Petroleum
and Energy (2001-2004). From 2005-2009 he was a member of the Executive Board of
UNESCO, Paris.
Cecilia Bylesjö, Director of Programs
Cecilia Bylesjö is responsible for the overall program development, including areas such
as program design, monitoring, evaluation and donor relations including fundraising
among donors. Ms Bylesjö also led the Somalia program, initiating the work with
the political parties and drafting the political party law. Ms Bylesjö provides gender
mainstreaming to all programs implemented by the Center. She has previously worked
for International IDEA, the National Democratic Institute, and the Carter Center, with
a particular focus on institution building, elections, constitutions and gender in Asia,
Africa and Europe. She holds a Masters in Political Science and Development Studies
from Umeå University and University of Malaysia.
Anne Hushagen, Special Advisor
Ms. Hushagen is Special Advisor at the Oslo Center. She has a Masters degree in
Sociology, specializing in international migration and ethnic relations. Previously she
has held different positions in the OSCE. Ms. Hushagen has also worked on Kosovo in
the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on minority issues in the Ministry of Justice,
and has also been Advisor and Project Coordinator for Norwegian Church Aid and the
Nansen Dialogue Network in Kosovo.
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STAFF
Bjarte Tørå, Senior Advisor
Mr. Tørå has more than 30 years of experience in democracy development and political
party strengthening, working with political parties in countries such as Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Russia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. Mr. Tørå joined National Democratic Institute
(NDI) in 2001 and directed its programmes in Kenya for eight years. He also extended
his expertise to NDI’s democracy assistance programmes in Somalia and South Sudan.
Before joining the Oslo Center, Mr. Tørå worked for International IDEA, serving as the Head
of the Political Party, Participation and Representation Programme.
John Inge Løvdal, Special Advisor
John Inge Løvdal works in the Oslo Center Somalia program on political parties,
women and youth wings. He also works in the Kenya program with a specific focus on
youth participation in political processes. He has previously worked for the National
Democratic Institute in Kenya, Somalia and Nepal, focusing on strengthening political
parties and government institutions. He holds a Masters degree in international politics
from the University of Oslo.
Hege Skøien Nielsen, Head of Office Administration
Ms. Hege Skøien Nielsen is the Head of Office Administration and Executive Assistant
for the President of the Oslo Center, Mr. Bondevik. She is responsible for the overall
management and the daily running of the office in Oslo. She has more than 20 years’
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1. Director of OCUSF Orlyn Kringstad, Senior Advisor Bjarte Tørå, Executive Director Tore Torstad and President Kjell Magne Bondevik 2. Deepti Khakurel
with Somali delegation on study visit in Nairobi visiting the Office of the Registrar 3. OC at our partner organization South Sudan Youth Participation Agency’s (SSYPA) National Youth Dialogue Forum 4. Kjell Magne Bondevik on the way to the Presidents Palace in Burma/Myanmar 5. Kjell Magne Bondevik and
Dalai Lama on his Oslo visit in 2014 6. Former President Carter and former First Lady Rosalynn Carter with Kjell Magne Bondevik 7. Kjell Magne Bondevik
and former President of Poland Lech Walesa 8. Workshop with partner organization for youth dialogue in Burma/Myanmar 9. Bjarte Tørå welcoming the
Somali delegation to Kenya 10. Workshop at the Oslo Center office
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11. Cecilia Bylesjö thanking one of the presenter at study visit in Kenya 12. Executive Director of the Oslo Center and Norwegian Special Envoy to Sudan
and South Sudan Jens Petter Kjemprud 13. Executive Director Tore Torstad facilitating workshop with delegation from South Sudan 14. The Oslo Center
and The Helsinki Committee meeting with State Commission on Religious Affairs in Bishkek 2014 15. Kjell Magne Bondevik and Aung San Suu Kyi at
seminar at the Oslo Center 16. Espen Skran, Kjell Magne Bondevik and Tore Torstad meeting with the President of South Sudan Salva Kiir 17. Workshop
with partner organization for youth dialogue in Burma/Myanmar 18. Cecilia Bylesjö with Honorable Speaker Mohammed Osman Jawari and delegation
19. Workshop in Somalia with aspiring political parties
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